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Abstract

We study singular time-dependent 1
8 -BPS configurations in the abelian sector of

N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory that represent BPS string-like defects in

R× S3 spacetime. Such BPS strings can be described as intersections of the zeros of

holomorphic functions in two complex variables with a 3-sphere. We argue that these

BPS strings map to 1
8 -BPS surface operators under the state-operator correspondence

of the CFT. We show that the string defects are holographically dual to noncompact

probe D3-branes in global AdS5 × S5 that share supersymmetries with a class of

dual-giant gravitons. For simple configurations, we demonstrate how to define a good

variational problem and propose a regularization scheme that leads to finite energy

and global charges on both sides of the holographic correspondence.
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1 Introduction

Surface operators of Gukov and Witten [1, 2] are defined via surface defects in Euclidean

gauge theories. These are solutions to the generalized Bogomolny equations [3] that are
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singular along two-dimensional subspaces. Just as line operators provide valuable non-

perturbative information about the phase structure of gauge theories [4,5], surface operators

are expected to be useful in capturing novel non-perturbative physics. For instance, it has

been shown in [6] that surface operators can be used as order parameters for topological

phases that could not be distinguished by the usual line operators. These and many other

related results justify a more detailed study of surface defects.

In this work we adopt a Hamiltonian perspective and study (at a classical level) two-

dimensional defects in the maximally supersymmetric N = 4 Yang-Mills theory on R× S3

spacetime as classical singular solutions that preserve some supersymmetry. Henceforth

we refer to such solutions as BPS strings. We will focus our attention on a particularly

interesting class of BPS strings that preserve four supersymmetries. Our goal in this work

on the field theory side is twofold. Firstly, to find a general characterization of these BPS

strings by describing the equations defining their worldvolume in a compact way. Secondly,

to show that these BPS strings are solutions to the same variational problem as other non-

singular supersymmetric solutions in the theory and to calculate their (regularized) energies

and charges.

As a first step we choose a suitable set of supersymmetries that we would like our

solutions to preserve. For this we adopt a bottom-up approach by proposing simple classical

half-BPS string solutions and determine their supersymmetries as projection conditions on

the conformal Killing spinors of R × S3. These half-BPS strings are static configurations,

with topology R×S1. By using the state operator correspondence, we show that these BPS

strings are the states that correspond to the half-BPS Gukov-Witten surface operators in R4.

By using global symmetries, we find more such half-BPS string solutions and observe that

all these defects have two supersymmetries in common. The common supersymmetries can

be used to derive a set of non-abelian BPS equations whose solutions are at least 1
16

-BPS.

It turns out that these BPS equations coincide with those of [7–9] obtained in the study of

the gauge theory duals of giant gravitons and dual-giant gravitons in AdS5 × S5 [10–12].

In fact, we find that the time dependent non-singular classical configurations dual to half-

BPS dual-giants share a common set of four supersymmetries with the half-BPS strings

supported by one complex scalar field. We then go on to derive the general non-abelian
1
8
-BPS equations that bosonic configurations have to satisfy in order to preserve these four

supersymmetries.1

The resulting 1
8
-BPS equations are what we focus on in this work and for the most part

we restrict our analysis to abelian solutions in the scalar sector. One of our main results

is a simple characterisation of the world-volumes of the time-dependent 1
8
-BPS strings,

which we shall also refer to as wobbling strings. We show that at any given time the

spatial configuration of the wobbling string is obtained as the intersection of the zeros of a

holomorphic function F (z1, z2) = 0 with the 3-sphere defined by |z1|2 + |z2|2 = 1 with its

1We mention that a similar exercise has been carried out recently in [13] by topologically twisting the

N = 4 Yang-Mills theory. The cohomology of the chosen QBRST operator includes surface defects, line

defects and local operators (see also [14–16] for recent work related to surface defects).
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time evolution obtained by (z1, z2)→ (z1 e
−iτ , z2 e

−iτ ). This is the general characterization

we were after. Then we show that these BPS strings can be obtained as solutions to a

well-defined variational problem, by adding particular boundary terms at the location of

the string. We then focus on a sub-class of solutions that correspond to functions F (z1, z2)

that are of the monomial type. Naively the energy and global charges of these singular

configurations appear to diverge if we just use theN = 4 gauge theory Lagrangian. However

we show that by adding further boundary terms (that do not affect the variational problem),

the energy and other global charges of these wobbling string solutions can be made finite.

We then turn to the holographic approach to the study of these string solutions, by

studying probe D3-branes in AdS5 × S5. For half-BPS defects in N = 4 SYM in R4,

the holographic duals have been obtained in [17, 18] as both bubbling geometries as well

as probe D3-branes. This has been generalized to defects that preserve fewer number of

supersymmetries in [19]. We consider various classes of 1
2
-BPS probe D3-branes in global

AdS5 × S5: the equations that define the worldvolume of these probes are largely inspired

by the profiles of the scalar fields of the half-BPS strings in the boundary gauge theory on

R × S3. These are noncompact probe branes that end on the boundary in R × S1. The

intersection of the D3-brane probe with the boundary is essentially the half-BPS string of

the N = 4 theory.

We then mirror the analysis of the boundary theory and perform a κ-symmetry analysis

to find the projections on the bulk Killing spinor for the various 1
2
-BPS probes. Remarkably,

we find that the set of supersymmetries common to all these static defects coincides precisely

with those preserved by the most general giant and dual-giant configurations in AdS5 × S5

derived in [20, 21]. The worldvolumes of such probe branes are known to be described in

terms of zeros of holomorphic functions. For the holographic duals of the 1
8
-BPS wobbling

strings, we show that near the boundary of AdS5, the zero locus of the holomorphic function

coincides with the location of the BPS string of the boundary theory and proceed to derive

the singular boundary scalar field profiles from the D3-brane solutions. We thereby recover

the general characterization of the wobbling strings from a probe analysis in the bulk dual.

Finally we restrict attention to the D3 branes dual to the monomial type BPS strings of

the CFT. By adding an appropriate set of boundary terms we define a variational problem

that admits all such brane configurations as allowed solutions. We then carry out the

holographic renormalization of energies and charges in an expansion around the large energy

limit of the probe brane. We are able to match the expected boundary results in the leading

approximation and we go on to obtain the first order correction to the Yang-Mills results.

The holographic renormalization we carry out in the bulk closely resembles the analogous

calculation in the boundary theory and provides a justification for the regularization we

carry out in the boundary theory.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study BPS strings in N = 4 Yang-

Mills theory on R×S3. We perform a detailed supersymmetry analysis of the various classical

configurations and the final result is a derivation of a particular class of 1
8
-BPS equations.

In Section 3 we characterize the abelian solutions of these equations that correspond to
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wobbling strings and show that they are all solutions to the same variational problem.

For particularly simple monomial type solutions, we compute the renormalized energy and

global charges. In Section 4 we study probe D3-branes in global AdS5 × S5 and exhibit

the particular probes that are dual to the wobbling BPS strings. In Section 5 we focus on

the holographic duals of the monomial solutions and compute the energy using holographic

renormalization. We conclude in Section 6 with a summary of our main results and a

discussion of the possible implications of our results. Some technical details are collected in

the appendices, along with a brief discussion of “pure glue” defects.

2 N = 4 Gauge Theory on R× S3

We begin with the action of N = 4 Yang-Mills theory on R× S3:

S =
1

g2
YM

∫
d4x
√
−g Tr

(
− 1

4
F 2
µν −

1

2
(DµXm)2 +

1

4
[Xm, Xn]2 − 1

2
X2
m

− i

2
λ̄ΓµDµλ−

1

2
λ̄Γm[Xm, λ]

)
(2.1)

Here Aµ is the gauge field, the Xm for m ∈ {4, 5, . . . 9} are the six scalars that transform in

the vector representation of the SO(6) R-symmetry group and λ is the gaugino and is a ten

dimensional Majorana-Weyl fermion. All fields transform in the adjoint representaton of the

gauge group U(N). The Dµ are the covariant derivatives that are both gauge and general

covariant. To clarify our conventions we now discuss the geometry of the background in

detail.

2.1 The Geometry of R× S3

We choose the following metric on R× S3:

ds2 = −dτ 2 + dθ2 + cos2 θ dφ2
1 + sin2 θ dφ2

2 (2.2)

These are the natural coordinates that arise while taking the boundary limit of the bulk

metric in (4.4). However we now define more convenient coordinates in terms of which

one writes the three sphere as a Hopf fibration over the two sphere. We define the angles

ψ = φ1 + φ2, ϕ = φ1 − φ2 and ϑ = 2θ, in terms of which the metric takes the form

ds2 = −dτ 2 +
1

4
((dψ + cosϑ dϕ)2 + dϑ2 + sin2 ϑ dϕ2) . (2.3)

Here, ψ is the Hopf-fibre coordinate and (ϑ, ϕ) specifying the directions of the two sphere.

We will use both these two coordinate systems interchangeably.
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A natural choice of one-forms on this manifold is given by e0 = dτ and the right-invariant

one-forms on the three sphere:

e1 =
1

2
(− sinψ dϑ+ cosψ sinϑ dϕ) , e2 =

1

2
(cosψ dϑ+ sinψ sinϑ dϕ) ,

and e3 =
1

2
(cosϑ dϕ+ dψ) .

(2.4)

In terms of these, the metric can be simply written as gµν = ηabe
a
µe
b
ν , where η = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1).

The vierbein satisfy the relations

de0 = 0, dea = εabce
b ∧ ec , for a, b, c ∈ {1, 2, 3} . (2.5)

This allows us to read-out the non-zero components of the spin connection ωab = ωµ
a
bdx

µ

to be

ωab = εabce
c for a, b, c ∈ {1, 2, 3} . (2.6)

In what follows we will use the isomorphism between SO(6) and SU(4) and rewrite the

action in the SU(4) covariant notation. We will follow the conventions of [22] and define

the complex matrix X, which will be parametrized by the six real scalars Xm:

X =


0 Z†3 −Z†2 Z1

−Z†3 0 Z†1 Z2

Z†2 −Z†1 0 Z3

−Z1 −Z2 −Z3 0

 . (2.7)

The entries of this matrix will be denoted XAB, where the indices A,B ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are in

the fundamental representaion of SU(4), the R-symmetry group. Here XAB = −XBA and

it follows that it transforms as the 6 of the SU(4) group. This is related to the matrix XAB

with raised indices by the relation

XAB =
1

2
εABCDXCD , (2.8)

where the ε is the completely anti-symmetric tensor. The Zi that appear as the entries of

the matrix X are the following complex combinations of the scalars:

Z1 =
1

2
(X4 + iX5) Z2 =

1

2
(X6 + iX7) Z3 =

1

2
(X8 + iX9) . (2.9)

To rewrite the action and supersymmetry variations in an SU(4) invariant form, we need to

decompose the ten dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinor in an appropriate manner. We refer

the reader to [22] for details and we merely present the results. The ten dimensional spinor

is decomposed as follows:

ε =

(
εA+
ε−A

)
, (2.10)
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where ε−A is the charge conjugate of εA+. The ± subscript indicates the four-dimensional

chirality of the spinors, γ5ε± = ±ε±.

The action can now be written in SU(4) invariant form. In addition, our analysis becomes

much easier if we express all vector quantities in terms of the tangent space indices, using

the viebein in (2.4):

Aµ = eaµAa , γµ = eµaΓa , Dµ = eaµDa , etc. (2.11)

Then, the action takes the following form:

S =
1

g2
YM

∫
d4x eTr

(
− 1

4
F 2
ab −

1

2
DaXABD

aXAB +
1

4
[XAB, XCD][XAB, XCD]

− 1

2
XABX

AB − iλ̄+AΓaDaλ
A
+ − λ̄+A[XAB, λ−B]− λ̄A−[XAB, λ

B
+]

)
.

(2.12)

We note that the covariant derivative Da is both gauge and local Lorentz covariant. Further

the local Lorentz basis is simply dual to the vierbein in (2.4). Explicitly, we have the

following expressions:

E0 := eµ0∂µ = ∂τ ,

E1 := eµ1∂µ = 2 [− sinψ ∂ϑ + cosψ (cscϑ∂φ − cotϑ ∂ψ)]

E2 := eµ2∂µ = 2 [cosψ ∂ϑ + sinψ (cscϑ∂φ − cotϑ ∂ψ)]

E3 := eµ3∂µ = 2 ∂ψ

(2.13)

These vector fields satisfy the following commutation relations:

[E0, Ea] = 0, [Ea, Eb] = −2εab
cEc for a, b, c ∈ {1, 2, 3} . (2.14)

2.2 Supersymmetry Variations and Conformal Killing Spinors

The action (2.12) is invariant under the following supersymmetry variations and we shall

present these in the SU(4) notation:

δAa = i(λ̄+AΓaε
A
+ − ε̄+AΓaλ

A
+)

δXAB = i(−ε̄A−λB+ + ε̄B−λ
A
+ + εABCDλ̄+Cε−D)

δλA+ =
1

2
FabΓ

abεA+ + 2DaX
ABΓaε−B +XABΓa∇aε−B + 2i[XAC , XCB]εB+

δλ−A =
1

2
FabΓ

abε−A + 2DaXABΓaεB+ +XABΓa∇aε
B
+ + 2i[XAC , X

CB]ε−B .

(2.15)

The ε±,A are conformal Killing spinors on R × S3. The subscript ± refers to the four

dimensional chirality and the SU(4) index A indicates that there are four such spinors of

each chirality. Each of the epsilons account for four independent real parameters and thus,
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the N = 4 gauge theory has 32 supersymmetries which can equivalently be encoded in the

ten dimensional Majorana-Weyl spinor shown in (2.10).

The conformal Killing spinor (CKS) of negative 4d chirality satisfies the following equa-

tion [22]:

∇aε
(±)
−A = ± i

2
ΓaΓ

0ε
(±)
−A , (2.16)

where ε
(±)
−A have the same chirality on account of the projection iΓ0123 ε

(±)
−A = ε

(±)
−A. Using our

choice of vierbein, one can solve for the CKS equation and we find the following solutions:

ε
(−)
−A = e−

i τ
2 η

(−)
A , (2.17a)

ε
(+)
−A = N · η(+)

A = e
i τ
2 e−

Γ12
2
ψ e−

Γ31
2
ϑ e−

Γ12
2
φη

(+)
A , (2.17b)

where we have defined the matrix N and the η
(±)
A are the constant spinors that satisfy the

4d chirality constraint iΓ0123 η
(±)
A = η

(±)
A .

2.3 1
2-BPS Configurations

We now exhibit different bosonic solutions to the equations of motion and show that they

all preserve half of the supersymmetries. We do this by using the explicit solutions for the

scalar fields and deriving the projections on the constant spinors that follow from setting

the supersymmetry variations of gauginos to zero. Once we get these projections, then, we

combine them in interesting ways to find non-abelian BPS equations that are preserved by

the intersection of these projections.

2.3.1 A First Class of Stringy Defects

We now propose the following non-trivial (singular) classical configuration:

Z1 =
c1

cos θ eiφ1
= c1 sec

ϑ

2
e−

i
2

(ϕ+ψ)

Fab = Z2 = Z3 = 0 ,
(2.18)

where c1 is a Cartan generator of the gauge group, and we have expressed the solution in

both sets of coordinates. One can check that the proposed solution satisfies the equations

of motion. Further, for this abelian solution, one can check that it satisfies the following

equations:

D0Z1 = 0 , (D3 + i)Z1 = 0 , (D1 + iD2)Z1 = 0 . (2.19)

Since the gauge field is set to zero, the Da in the Lorentz basis simply coincide with the

vector fields Ea given in (2.13). These in turn will aid us in verifying that this is a 1
2
-BPS

solution. Since it is a purely bosonic and abelian solution, we only have to check that the

following gaugino variation is zero on the solution:

2DaX
ABΓaε−B +XABΓa∇aε−B = 0 . (2.20)
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For the first solution in (2.17a), we find the following projections on the constant spinor:

(1 + Γ03) η
(−)
A = 0 for A = 1, 4

(1− Γ03) η
(−)
A = 0 for A = 2, 3 .

(2.21)

For the other conformal Killing spinor, the analysis is a little more involved as one has

to move the Γ-matrices through the coordinate dependent matrix, which we denoted N in

(2.17b). The following identities prove to be useful:

Γ1N = N
(

cosψ sinϑΓ3 − (sinψ cosϕ+ cosψ cosϑ sinϕ) Γ2

− (sinψ sinϕ− cosψ cosϑ cosϕ) Γ1

)
,

Γ2N = N
(

sinψ sinϑΓ3 + (cosψ cosϕ− sinψ cosϑ sinϕ) Γ2

+ (cosψ sinϕ+ sinψ cosϑ cosϕ) Γ1

)
,

Γ3N = N
(
− sinϑ cosϕΓ1 + sinϑ sinϕΓ2 + cosϑΓ3

)
.

(2.22)

Substituting these into the supersymmetry variations and setting them to zero, we find the

projections:

(1− Γ03) η
(+)
A = 0 for A = 1, 4

(1 + Γ03) η
(+)
A = 0 for A = 2, 3 .

(2.23)

We have thereby shown that the proposed solution (2.18) is half-BPS as it preserves exactly

half of the supersymmetries of the gauge theory.

We interpret this solution as a monodromy defect on R × S3, analogous to the Gukov-

Witten defect in R4. The defect is extended along the (τ, φ2) directions while the two

directions transverse to the defect are parametrized by (θ, φ1) coordinates. The transverse

space has the topology of a disk, as shown in Figure 1. The constant matrix c1 that appears

in the classical solution encodes the (β, γ) parameters that appears in the Gukov-Witten

solution [1]. In the U(N) theory, we can write down the following generalized solution for

the scalar profile:

Z1 =


c1,1 In1 0 · · · 0

0 c1,2 In2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · c1,M InM

 1

cos θ eiφ1
. (2.24)

In addition, it is possible to turn on an independent parameter for the gauge field that

corresponds to a non-trivial holonomy for the gauge field, with A = α dφ1, where α is an

element of the Cartan subalgebra that breaks the U(N) to the subgroup U(n1)×U(n2)×. . .U
(nM). The α-parameters encode the monodromy of the four dimensional gauge field around

the location of the stringy defect. In the rest of our discussions in both the super-Yang-Mills

theory and the holographic bulk theory, we shall not turn these parameters on and focus

mostly on the scalar profiles.
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ϕ1

θ = π
2

θ
θ = 0

Figure 1: The topology of the space transverse to the defect is a disk. At the center of the disk

we have θ = π
2 and at the boundary of the disk we have θ = 0.

2.3.2 More Defects in the First Class

One can get two more defects in the same class by using an SU(3) rotation to change the

scalar Z1 to one of the others, either Z2 or Z3. The derivation of the projection conditions

follows along the same lines and we simply present the projection conditions.

For the defect corresponding to the scalar profile Z2 = c2 sec ϑ
2
e−

1
2

(ϕ+ψ), we find that

the half-BPS projections are given by

(1± Γ03) η
(∓)
A = 0 for A = 2, 4

(1∓ Γ03) η
(∓)
A = 0 for A = 1, 3 .

(2.25)

We see that it simply amounts to a permutation of the {1, 2} labels of the SU(4) R-symmetry

index in the projection conditions obtained previously.

Similarly, for the defect corresponding to the scalar profile Z3 = c3 sec ϑ
2
e−

1
2

(ϕ+ψ), we

find the following projections:

(1± Γ03) η
(∓)
A = 0 for A = 3, 4

(1∓ Γ03) η
(∓)
A = 0 for A = 1, 2 .

(2.26)
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2.3.3 A Second Class of Stringy Defects

Let us now consider a second class of defects, with singular profile given by

Z1 =
d1

sin θ eiφ2
= d1 csc

ϑ

2
e−

i
2

(ψ−ϕ)

Fab = Z2 = Z3 = 0 .
(2.27)

One can check, as before, that the profile satisfies the equation of motion and that it also

satisfies the differential equations in (2.19). Following the same procedure as before, one

can check that this solution also preserves half of all the supersymmetries. The first set of

projections, on the spinor η
(−)
A , is identical to the projections in (2.21) for the first class of

defects:
(1 + Γ03) η

(−)
A = 0 for A = 1, 4

(1− Γ03) η
(−)
A = 0 for A = 2, 3 .

(2.28)

However, on the η
(+)
A , a different set of supersymmetries is preserved and we find the fol-

lowing projections:

(1 + Γ03) η
(+)
A = 0 for A = 1, 4

(1− Γ03) η
(+)
A = 0 for A = 2, 3 .

(2.29)

As before, it is possible to write a more general solution for the U(N) gauge theory by

making the Z1 a general linear combination of the Cartan generators and by also turning

on a non-trivial holonomy for the gauge field.

2.3.4 More Defects in the Second Class

One can obtain two more defects in the same class by performing an SU(3) rotation. For the

defect corresponding to the scalar profile Z2 = c2 csc ϑ
2
e−

i
2

(ψ−ϕ), we find that the half-BPS

projections are given by

(1 + Γ03) η
(∓)
A = 0 for A = 2, 4

(1− Γ03) η
(∓)
A = 0 for A = 1, 3 .

(2.30)

Similarly, for the defect corresponding to the scalar profile Z3 = c3 csc ϑ
2
e−

i
2

(ψ−ϕ), we find

the following projections:

(1 + Γ03) η
(∓)
A = 0 for A = 3, 4

(1− Γ03) η
(∓)
A = 0 for A = 1, 2 .

(2.31)

2.4 Classical BPS Equations

Now that we have derived the projections associated to each of the classical 1
2
-BPS config-

urations, what we would like to do now is to reverse the logic. We first find out the set
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of supersymmetries common to all these configurations. Using these in the supersymmetry

variations we shall find the most general (non-abelian) BPS equations that are implied by

this common set of supersymmetries.

First of all, we find that all of the η
(+)
A spinors are projected out and we have exactly

two unbroken supersymmetries, that correspond to the projection condition

(1 + Γ03) η
(−)
4 = 0 . (2.32)

Substituting this projection into the supersymmetry variation of the gaugino δλA+, we obtain

the following BPS equations:

(D0 +D3 + i)Zj = 0 , (D1 + iD2)Zj = 0 for j = 1, 2, 3 . (2.33)

A similar calculation for the variation δλ−A leads to the BPS equations:

F12 + 2
3∑
j=1

[
Zj, Z

†
j

]
= 0 , [Zi, Zj] = 0 ,

F03 = 0 , F01 + F31 = 0 , F02 + F32 = 0 .

(2.34)

It is important to recall that the Da are gauge and local Lorentz covariant derivatives on

the R× S3 background in the frame basis. Up to a minor change in conventions, these are

precisely the 1
16

-BPS equations obtained in [7], where they were derived using the simple

Bogomolny method of writing the energy of the Yang-Mills on R× S3 as a sum of squares.

These equations were also derived by performing a supersymmetry analysis of 1
16

-BPS states

in [8, 9].

We have arrived at the same set of equations by a supersymmetry analysis of static

extended string-like defects in the gauge theory, which shows that they share unbroken

supersymmetries with the BPS states found in [7, 8].

2.4.1 The Dual of a Dual-Giant Graviton and 1
8
-BPS Equations

In order to make explicit this point about shared supersymmetries, we now introduce our

last class of half-BPS classical configurations, which is very well studied and is given by

Z1 = c e−iτ , and Z2 = Z3 = Fab = 0 . (2.35)

This time-dependent classical configuration satisfies the differential constraints

(D0 + i)Z1 = 0 DaZ1 = 0 . (2.36)

Substituting these equations into the supersymmetry variations we find that the supersym-

metry generated by the following constant spinors are preserved by this classical configura-

tion:
η

(−)
A for A = 1, 4

and η
(+)
A for A = 2, 3 .

(2.37)
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We now look for common supersymmetries preserved by this configuration along with defects

in the first and second class that have non-trivial Z1 profile. By comparing the projection

conditions in (2.37) with the supersymmetries preserved by the defects (see (2.21), (2.23),

and (2.28), (2.29)), it is clear that there are common unbroken supersymmetries between

these classical solutions, given by the following projections:

(1 + Γ03) η
(−)
A = 0 for A = 1, 4 , (2.38)

with the other η
(−)
A , for A = 2, 3 and all the η

(+)
A set to zero. These leave 4 unbroken

supercharges, as expected for a 1
8
-BPS configuration. Note that these include the two

supersymmetries common to all defects we considered plus two additional ones. We now

impose these projection conditions on the supersymmetry variations of the fermions to find

the most general 1
8
-BPS equations.

We have already derived the BPS conditions that follow from the A = 4 case and now

we turn to the BPS equations that follow from imposing the projection conditions on η
(−)
1 .

The equations involving the field strengths are the same as those in (2.34). However, from

the gaugino variation δλA+, we find the following equations :

(D0 +D3 + i)Z1 = 0 , (D1 + iD2)Z1 = 0 ,

(D0 +D3 − i)Zj = 0 , (D1 − iD2)Zj = 0 , for j = 2, 3 .
(2.39)

The 1
8
-BPS equations are obtained by imposing these along with the equations in (2.33).

As a result, we find immediately that two of the scalars are set to zero:

Z2 = Z3 = 0 . (2.40)

Thus, only those classical configurations are allowed, for which a single scalar is turned on.

The remaining equations simplify and we obtain our final result for the 1
8
-BPS equations:

(D0 +D3 + i)Z1 = 0 , (D1 + iD2)Z1 = 0 , F12 + 2
[
Z1, Z

†
1

]
= 0 ,

F03 = 0 F01 + F31 = 0 , F02 + F32 = 0 .
(2.41)

For the rest of this work, we will focus on these equations and their general abelian solutions.

2.5 Equations of Motion and Bianchi Identities

Given the half-BPS equations, it turns out that the equations of motion and the Bianchi

identities are automatically satisfied. However it turns out that these lead to additional

differential constraints on the gauge field if we only impose the 1
8
-BPS equations. Although

these constraints have been discussed in [8, 9], we shall find it useful to rederive them in a

frame basis.

Let us first of all begin with the scalar equation of motion. In the 1
8
-BPS sector of

interest, in which only a single scalar is turned on, which we shall henceforth denote by Z,

the equation of motion for the scalar field is given by

DaD
aZ + 2[Z, [Z,Z†]]− Z = 0 . (2.42)
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The kinetic term can be rewritten as follows:

DaD
aZ = −D2

0Z +D2
3Z + (D1 − iD2)(D1 + iD2)Z − i[D1, D2]Z . (2.43)

The last term can be written as

[D1, D2]Z = −i[F12, Z] . (2.44)

The third term is quite tricky to handle due to the non-trivial spin connection. We introduce

the gauge covariant derivative Da to be

Dµ(·) = ∂µ(·)− i
[
Aµ, (·)

]
, (2.45)

in terms of which we have

D1(D1 + iD2)Z = eµ1Dµ(D1 + iD2)Z

= eµ1 (Dµ(D1 + iD2)Z − (ωµ)c1DcZ − i(ωµ)c2DcZ) . (2.46)

The first term is now zero because of the BPS equations while the last term is non-zero due

to the non-trivial spin-connection and we obtain

D1(D1 + iD2)Z = iD3Z . (2.47)

One can do a similar calculation for the D2 derivative and we obtain

(D1 − iD2)(D1 + iD2)Z = 2iD3Z . (2.48)

Incorporating all these results and using the BPS equation to write the D0 derivative in

terms of the D3 derivative, we therefore find that the equation of motion for the scalar field

takes the form:

− (D3 + i)2Z +D2
3Z + 2iD3Z − Z − [F12, Z] + 2[Z, [Z,Z†] = 0 . (2.49)

The first four terms add to zero while the last two terms can be rearranged to give[
Z, F12 + 2[Z,Z†]

]
= 0 , (2.50)

which turns out to be identically true on account of the BPS equations. We have thus shown

that the 1
8
-BPS equations imply the equation of motion for the scalar field, as expected –

thereby providing a consistency check on our BPS equations (2.41).

Let us now turn to the equations of motion for the gauge field and the Bianchi identities:

DaF
ab + 2i

(
[Z†, DbZ]− [DbZ†, Z]

)
= 0 , D[aFbc] = 0 . (2.51)

There are eight equations here and, as we shall see, four of these will be satisfied identically

due to the BPS equations. The remaining equations will impose additional differential

equations that the gauge field and scalar field have to satisfy.
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As before, by splitting the Da, in terms of the gauge and local Lorentz covariant deriva-

tive, the differential constraints that follow from the Bianchi identity are as follows:

DaFbc = Da(·)− (ωa)
d
bFcd − (ωa)

d
cFdb = 0 . (2.52)

Using the explicit form of the spin connection and the algebraic constraints on the field

strength that follow from the BPS equations, we find that the Bianchi identities are equiv-

alent to the following equations:

D0F12 −D1F02 +D2F01 = 0 , D3F12 +D1F02 −D2F01 = 0 ,

(D0 +D3)F01 + F02 = 0 , (D0 +D3)F02 − F01 = 0 .
(2.53)

Adding the two equations in the first row gives rise to the equation:

(D0 +D3)F12 = 0 , (2.54)

which is automatically satisfied given the 1
8
-BPS equations (2.41). The other combination

will be dealt with later, along with an equation of motion. The two Bianchi identities in

the second row of (2.53) can be combined and written in the suggestive form:

(D0 +D3 + i)(F01 − iF02) = 0 . (2.55)

Let us now turn to the equations of motion. As before, we first use the spin connection

and the algebraic BPS equations involving the Fab to rewrite the equations of motion in the

following form:

(D0 +D3)F01 + F02 = 2i[Z†, (D1 + iD2)Z]− 2i[(D1 − iD2)Z†, Z] , (2.56)

(D0 +D3)F02 − F01 = 2[Z†, (D1 + iD2)Z] + 2[(D1 − iD2)Z†, Z] , (2.57)

D1F10 +D2F20 = 2i[D0Z
†, Z]− 2i[Z†, D0Z] , (2.58)

D1F10 +D2F20 + 2F12 = 2i[Z†, D3Z]− 2i[D3Z
†, Z] . (2.59)

Using the BPS equations satisfied by the scalar field, the first two equations are completely

equivalent to the complex differential condition in (2.55), so, these do not lead to any new

conditions. Taking the difference of the last two equations, we find

F12 = −i[(D0 +D3)Z†, Z] + i[Z†, (D0 +D3)Z] = 2[Z†, Z] , (2.60)

which is identically satisfied on account of the BPS equations.

After a little bit of algebra, the remaining equation of motion along with the leftover

equation from the Bianchi identities can be combined into a single complex equation as

follows:

(D1 + iD2) (F01 − iF02) = −4i[D0Z
†, Z] (2.61)
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Thus, the equations of motion and Bianchi identities impose four additional differential

constraints on the field strengths and these are compactly written in terms of the two

complex equations in (2.55) and (2.61).

For the most part we shall focus on abelian solutions in the scalar sector in which we

set the gauge fields to zero. For these solutions, the differential constraints on Fab which we

derived in this section will not play any role. However, there are also defect-like solutions to

the 1
8
-BPS equations involving only the gauge field in which we set the scalar field to zero.

Such pure glue defects are outside the main focus of our work and we discuss the classical

solutions and their charges briefly in Appendix A.

3 Wobbling Strings

So far we have seen that the static defects share supersymmetries with regular time depen-

dent BPS solutions. In the rest of this work we will focus on the scalar sector, i.e. we set

all the field strengths Fab = 0 and focus on non-trivial abelian scalar profiles. In this 1
8
-BPS

scalar sector, the BPS equations take the simplified form:

(D0 +D3 + i)Z = 0 , (D1 + iD2)Z = 0 , (3.1)

where the covariant derivative Da is simply the vector field Ea defined in (2.13). In terms

of the coordinates on the sphere, these differential constraints are given by

(∂τ + 2∂ψ + i)Z = 0 and (i∂ϑ + (cscϑ∂φ − cotϑ∂ψ))Z = 0 . (3.2)

Given the explicit differential operators, it is possible to write down a local Laurent series

type solution that satisfies these differential constraints and it is given by

Z =
∑
m,n

am.ne
−i(m+n+1)τ

(
cos

ϑ

2
e
i
2

(ψ+φ)

)m (
sin

ϑ

2
e
i
2

(ψ−φ)

)n
. (3.3)

While we will work with such explicit solutions in the following sections, we would like to

characterize the most general solution to these equations in more general terms. To do so

in a conceptually simple manner let us define

ν0 = eiτ , ν1 = cos
ϑ

2
e
i
2

(ψ+φ) , ν2 = sin
ϑ

2
e
i
2

(ψ−φ) . (3.4)

Then we can write the general equation in a compact form as follows:

Z ν0 = g

(
ν1

ν0

,
ν2

ν0

)
. (3.5)

and it includes both regular as well as singular solutions depending on the analytic properties

of the function g(z1, z2).
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The νi are coordinates on a null cone in C1,2 that satisfies −|ν0|2 + |ν1|2 + |ν2|2 = 0.

The νi can therefore be rescaled by a complex non-zero number λ without affecting the fact

that they are on a null-cone. In addition, we see that if this is accompanied by a rescaling

of the complex field Z by λ−1, then, the equation defining the general solution to the BPS

equations remains invariant.

Our goal now is to characterize those solutions that correspond to a wobbling string in

the gauge theory. By this we mean that the scalar field has a singularity at the location

of the worldvolume of such a string. For any given time τ , this means that the scalar field

should have a singularity along a one-dimensional path in S3. To clarify this picture let us

define the following scale-invariant variables:

ζ0 = Z ν0 , ζ1 =
ν1

ν0

, and ζ2 =
ν2

ν0

. (3.6)

Thus time translation corresponds simply to scaling the νi for i = 1, 2 and Z by a phase.

Then, consider a solution of the BPS equations of the form

ζ0 F (ζ1, ζ2)−G(ζ1, ζ2) = 0 . (3.7)

Here we assume both F and G to be analytic functions of its arguments. At the zeros of

the function F , it is clear that the scalar field has a singularity. The locus of such points is

a set K given by the intersection of

F (ζ1, ζ2) = 0 and |ζ1|2 + |ζ2|2 = 1 . (3.8)

Thus we find a simple characterization of the solutions to the 1
8
-BPS equations in the scalar

sector that allows for a co-dimension two singularity in the solution for the Z-profile. The

solutions to the equations in (3.8) are known to be algebraic links [23]. Thus at a given

instant in time, the spatial configuration of the wobbling BPS string corresponds to a link

in S3. A particularly important class of solutions is given by choosing the function F (z1, z2)

to have a singularity structure at the origin. Then, it turns out that the topological type

of the link stabilizes near the origin2 and the intersection is known to give rise to a knot in

S3. For instance, for the choice of the function

F (z1, z2) = zp1 + zq2 , (3.9)

the solution to (3.8) is well known (see for instance [24]) to be the torus knot Tp,q (for

p, q ≥ 2 with p and q being coprime). We note in passing that such knots have been

studied in the context of topological string theory in [25, 26]. Furthermore surface defects

have been proposed as a possible route to realize what mathematicians refer to as knot

homologies [27]. It would be interesting to see if our Hamiltonian approach might prove

useful in this programme but we will not have more to say about these topics at this juncture.

So far we have implicitly assumed that the solution for ζ0 be single-valued but it turns

out that even this condition can be relaxed by considering a general solution of the BPS

2We would like to thank T. Dimofte for clarifying this point.
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equations in terms of zeros of functions in the scale-invariant variables H(ζ0, ζ1, ζ2) = 0.

Since the variable ζ0 = Z ν0, and Z is in general an eigenvalue of an N × N matrix, it

follows that the holomorphic function can at most be of degree N in ζ0. One can then

factorize this polynomial in ζ0 and near each of its zeros, the general polynomial would

factor into terms of the form in (3.7). Remarkably we shall recover this general description

of a wobbling string in a very natural way from the holographic description in terms of

probe D3 branes in Section 4.4.

3.1 Relation to Surface Operators

In this section we relate the BPS strings we have studied to the codimension two defects in

Euclidean space, focusing only on the scalar profiles. Let us start with conformally coupled

scalar fields Z and Z̄ in C2 with complex coordinates (z1, z2) and metric

ds2
C2 = |dz1|2 + |dz2|2 . (3.10)

We now make the coordinate transformation (z1, z2) = eτE(cos θ eiφ1 , sin θ eiφ2) in terms of

which the metric takes the following form:

ds2
C2 = e2τE(dτ 2

E + dΩ2
3) . (3.11)

After Wick rotation τE = −iτ this is therefore Weyl equivalent to the spacetime S3×R with

metric −dτ 2 +dΩ2
3. The scalar fields Z(zi, z̄i) in C2 can be transformed into fields Z(τ, θ, φi)

on S3 × R by using the fact that these scalars have Weyl weight 1:

Z ′(x′) = Ω−1Z(x) , (3.12)

where Ω is the Weyl factor that relates the two metrics g′µν = Ω2gµν .

Let us start with the Gukov-Witten defect, which has the topology of a complex plane

C ⊂ C2. It is extended along the complex plane parametrized by z2 and the scalar field Z

has a singular profile in the plane transverse to the defect, given by [1]:

ZC2 =
c

z1

, (3.13)

where we have indicated that this is the profile of the scalar field in the theory on C2.

This corresponds to a conformal surface operator in C2. Let us transform it into a solution

ZS3×R(τ, θ, φi) on S3×R spacetime by following the steps outlined above. Here the relevant

Weyl factor is Ω = e−τE . We have

ZS3×R(τ, θ, φi) = (e−τE)−1ZC2(zi, z̄i) (3.14)

= eτE
c

z1

=
c

cos θ eiφ1
. (3.15)

As the final answer has no time dependence the configuration remains the same after Wick

rotation. So we see that our half-BPS string in SYM on S3 × R which we studied in (2.18)
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maps to the conformal surface operator solution3 in SYM on C2. By considering the Gukov-

Witten defect extended along z1, we can similarly recover the BPS string solution with the

singular profile in (2.27).

By following the same logic we can now relate our wobbling string solutions in the theory

on S3 × R to configurations in C2. Recall from (3.5) that our solutions are described by

meromorphic functions of the form

ZS3×R =
1

ν0

g

(
ν1

ν0

,
ν2

ν0

)
(3.16)

where ν0 = eiτ = e−τE , and (ν1, ν2) = (cos θ eiφ1 , sin θ eiφ2). We already have that under the

Weyl transformation, ZS3×R = eτE ZC2 = 1
ν0
ZC2 . Substituting these into (3.16) we arrive at:

ZC2 = g(z1, z2) . (3.17)

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that our 1
8
-BPS configurations in SYM on S3×R translate

into Z = g(z1, z2) in the Euclidean theory on R4. Such surface defects preserving less than

half of the supersymmetries have been described previously in [19]. In fact, the authors

of [19] also consider non-single valued configurations of the form g(z1, z2) = (z1z2)−
1
2 that

involve fractional powers of the coordinates, accompanied by non-trivial gauge holonomy.

We will discuss the energy and charges of such configurations in the following sections.

3.2 A New Variational Problem

We are interested in studying properties of the BPS solutions (3.16) that may have singu-

larities. Now, as we shall see in detail in this section, there are two potentially problematic

issues in treating the singular solutions on par with the regular ones: (i) they do not be-

long to the same variational problem δS = 0 and (ii) they have divergent energies, angular

momenta and R-charges.

In the following we will demonstrate that both these hurdles can be overcome by cutting

off the spacetime arbitrarily close to the singularities of these solutions and adding appro-

priate boundary terms. In particular we will show that for a generic class of singular BPS

solutions:

• It is possible to add boundary terms that make δS = 0 as we vary along the space

of solutions that include regular ones. This leaves a lot of ambiguity in the possible

boundary terms.

• Demanding that the global charges are rendered finite provides infinitely many con-

ditions on the allowed set of boundary terms with δS = 0 that essentially fixes them

uniquely.

3The state-operator correspondence similarly maps the singular gauge profile A = αdφ1 to the expected

Gukov-Witten profile AC2 = − i
2 α

(
dz1
z1
− dz̄1

z̄1

)
in R4.
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3.2.1 On-shell Action and Boundary Terms

Since we are in an abelian sector of the theory with a single complex scalar field Z, the

theory reduces essentially to a conformally coupled complex scalar field on R×S3, described

by the Lagrangian:

L = − 1

g2
YM

√
−g
[
gµν∂µZ∂νZ̄ + Z̄ Z

]
. (3.18)

We choose the line element on S3 × R to be

ds2 = −dτ 2 + (dθ2 + cos2 θ dφ2
1 + sin2 θ dφ2

2) . (3.19)

The Lagrangian evaluated on the solutions:

Z = eiτg (ν̂1, ν̂2) , Z̄ = e−iτ ḡ
(̂̄ν1, ̂̄ν2

)
, (3.20)

with ν̂i = νi/ν0, can be seen to be4

L
∣∣∣
onshell

=
1

2
∂µ
(
Z Πµ

Z + Z̄Πµ

Z̄

)
(3.21)

where we have introduced the conjugate momenta Πµ
Z = δL

δ (∂µZ)
and Πµ

Z̄
= δL

δ(∂µZ̄)
. These in

turn can be written in terms of the function g appearing in the solution as follows:

Z Πθ
Z + Z̄Πθ

Z̄ = − 1

g2
YM

cos θ sin θ [g∂θḡ + ḡ ∂θg] ,

Z Πφ1

Z + Z̄Πφ1

Z̄
=

i

g2
YM

tan θ
[
ĝ̄ν1∂̂̄ν1

ḡ − ḡ ν̂1∂ν̂1g
]
,

Z Πφ2

Z + Z̄Πφ2

Z̄
=

i

g2
YM

cot θ
[
ĝ̄ν2∂̂̄ν2

ḡ − ḡ ν̂2∂ν̂2g
]
,

Z Πτ
Z + Z̄Πτ

Z̄ = cos2 θ (Z Πφ1

Z + Z̄Πφ1

Z̄
) + sin2 θ (Z Πφ2

Z + Z̄Πφ2

Z̄
) .

(3.22)

When the solutions are singular we propose to cut-off a region around (and arbitrarily close

to) the singularities and add to the Lagrangian the boundary term

L(1)
bdy = −1

2
n̂µ
(
Z Πµ

Z + Z̄Πµ

Z̄

)
, (3.23)

where n̂µ is the unit outward normal to the boundary. This ensures that the Lagrangian

evaluates to zero for all solutions – regular as well as the singular ones – thus making all

the solutions belong to the same variational problem.

One can check that the solutions satisfy the following two constraints:

Πθ
Z + i cos θ sin θ (Πφ1

Z − Πφ2

Z ) = 0 ,

(Πφ1

Z cos2 θ + Πφ2

Z sin2 θ)− Πτ
Z −

i

2
cos θ sin θ Z̄ = 0 .

(3.24)

4In fact, this is true not only for the BPS solutions under discussion but also for a general solution of

the equations of motion. It follows from the Virial theorem and the fact that the potential is quadratic.
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along with their complex conjugates. These relations are identically satisfied on account of

the BPS equations.

There are some interesting subclasses of solutions for which some of the combinations

in (3.22) vanish. In particular

1. For g(ν̂1, ν̂2) is homogenous in (ν̂1, ν̂2):

g(λ ν̂1, λν̂2) = λpg(ν̂1, ν̂2) ⇐⇒ Z Πτ
Z + Z̄Πτ

Z̄ = 0 . (3.25)

2. For g(ν̂1, ν̂2) is homogeneous in ν̂1:

g(λν̂1, ν̂2) = λp1g(ν̂1, ν̂2) ⇐⇒ Z Πφ1

Z + Z̄Πφ1

Z̄
= 0 . (3.26)

3. For g(ν̂1, ν̂2) is homogeneous in ν̂2:

g(ν̂1, λν̂2) = λp2g(ν̂1, ν̂2) ⇐⇒ Z Πφ2

Z + Z̄Πφ2

Z̄
= 0 . (3.27)

We will restrict to the class for which Z Πµ
Z + Z̄ Πµ

Z̄
vanishes for µ = τ, φ1, φ2. This requires

that the function g(ν̂1, ν̂2) is homogeneous in each of its arguments separately. This restricts

g to be a monomial: g(ν̂1, ν̂2) = cmnν̂
m
1 ν̂n2 . These are natural (time-dependent) generaliza-

tions of the simple (static) surface defect. In terms of the coordinates on R× S3 in (3.19),

the scalar profile takes the following form:

Z = r0 e
i (ξ0−τ)

(
cos θ ei (φ1−τ)

)m (
sin θ ei (φ2−τ)

)n
(3.28)

These solutions are specified by one complex parameter η = r0 e
i ξ0 and two real parameters

(m,n). If we demand that the complex field Z is single valued and periodic under φi →
φi+2π, this allows only integer (m,n) pairs. One may also consider (m,n) to be rationals if

we relax these conditions and we will find that even these lead to finite energies and charges.

We list a few special cases within this monomial class:

1. When m + n + 1 = 0 the solution becomes static. The 1/2-BPS “conformal” defects

correspond to the special case of (m,n) = (0,−1) or (−1, 0) and these preserve an

so(2, 2) ⊂ so(2, 4) subalgebra of the theory.

2. The duals of 1/2-BPS “round” dual-giants correspond to (m,n) = (0, 0) and these

solutions respect an so(4) subalgebra.

3. If we set one of either m or n to zero, the BPS string maps to the surface defects with

wild ramification in R4 that were defined in [28].

The solution (3.28) is singular at θ = 0 (θ = π/2) for negative values of n (m). We now

work with the monomial solution and exhibit in this example the general features of the

variational problem. The Lagrangian density (3.18) evaluated on (3.28) gives:

L(r0,m, n) =
2r2

0

g2
YM

cos2m θ sin2n θ
[
(m+ n)(m+ n+ 1) cos θ sin θ −m2 tan θ − n2 cot θ

]
(3.29)
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which can be written as

L(r0,m, n) =
d

dθ

(
r2

0

g2
YM

cos2m+1 θ sin2n+1 θ (m tan θ − n cot θ)

)
. (3.30)

Therefore the Lagrangian density (3.29) when integrated over θ between 0 and π/2 vanishes

for non-negative m and n, which in turn means that we have δS = 0 when we vary along

the space of solutions (3.28) by changing the parameters 0 ≤ r0,m, n <∞. But for m < 0

or n < 0 its integral diverges. In particular for n < 0 (m < 0) the singularities come from

θ = 0 (θ = π
2
) region. As we have discussed in generality, to include these BPS defects into

the same variational problem we propose to cut-off the region around the surface defect and

add the boundary term in (3.23). For the monomial solutions with n < 0, this corresponds

to adding

L(1)
bdy,0+ =

1

2
(Z Πθ

Z + Z̄ Πθ
Z̄) (3.31)

at θ = 0 + ε, and for those solutions with m < 0

L(1)
bdy,π

2
− = −1

2
(Z Πθ

Z + Z̄ Πθ
Z̄) (3.32)

at θ = π
2
− ε. However demanding δS = 0 still leaves a lot of freedom in the possible

boundary terms. For example one may add any term that is proportional to the constraints

(3.24) such as:

fC(Z,Π
µ
Z) C(Z,Πµ

Z) + c.c (3.33)

where C(Z,Πµ
Z) is one of the constraints in (3.24) as these terms would vanish identically

on-shell. We will exploit this freedom to regularize the energy and other charges.

Comments on the variational problem

The boundary terms we have added are novel and we pause briefly to outline the approach

we have followed in finding them. The change in the action under a general variation is as

follows:

δS =

∫
d4x

(
EoMZ δZ + EoMZ̄ δZ̄

)
+

1

2

∫
d4x ∂µ

(
Πµ
Z δZ + Πµ

Z̄
δZ̄ − Z δΠµ

Z − Z̄ δΠ
µ

Z̄

)
=

∫
d4x

(
EoMZ δZ + EoMZ̄ δZ̄

)
+

1

2

∫
dΣ(3)n̂µ

(
Πµ
Z δZ + Πµ

Z̄
δZ̄ − Z δΠµ

Z − Z̄ δΠ
µ

Z̄

)
,

(3.34)

where EoMZ is proportional to the equation of motion of Z. Since the classical solutions

have to belong to the configuration space of the theory and should have δS = 0 – the

configuration space is constrained to be such that the boundary term in δS vanishes:∫
dΣ(3)n̂µ

(
Πµ
Z δZ + Πµ

Z̄
δZ̄ − Z δΠµ

Z − Z̄ δΠ
µ

Z̄

)
= 0 . (3.35)
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This condition translates into the specification of boundary conditions that any configuration

has to satisfy. Because we are working on S3 × R for any time-like boundary the boundary

would have the topology of Σ2×R for some compact space Σ2. For instance if the boundary

is at θ = θ0 then σ2 is a T 2 with metric cos2 θ0 dφ
2
1 + sin2 θ0 dφ

2
2. We will work with this

boundary from now on.

In this case (the boundary given by constant θ) the vector n̂µ = (0, 1, 0, 0) and the

vanishing of the boundary term∫ ∞
−∞

dτ

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

dφ1 dφ2

(
Πθ
Z δZ + Πθ

Z̄ δZ̄ − Z δΠ
θ
Z − Z̄ δΠθ

Z̄

)
, (3.36)

is ensured by the following condition at the boundary θ = θ0:

Πθ
Z δZ + Πθ

Z̄ δZ̄ − Z δΠ
θ
Z − Z̄ δΠθ

Z̄ = ∂φ1f
φ1 + ∂φ2f

φ2 . (3.37)

Here fφ1 and fφ2 are some (real) functions that are periodic under φi → φi + 2π. We will

take this to be the boundary condition on our general configurations. Note that these are

neither Dirichlet (δZ = δZ̄ = 0) type nor Neumann type (δΠθ
Z = δΠθ

Z̄
= 0) – but some

mixed ones.

We are interested in ensuring that our BPS solutions are part of the solution space. This

requires that our BPS configuration satisfy the boundary conditions (3.37). To check this

we need to verify that when we take the configurations to be BPS ones and the variations

to be along the space of solutions the boundary conditions have to be satisfied. If true this

will ensure that the configuration space is at least as big as the space of all configurations

that approach (sufficiently fast) one of the BPS solutions near the boundary.

It is now easy to verify using the BPS equations in (3.24) and its complex conjugate,

that when we are moving along the BPS solutions space the choice of functions is given by:

fφ1 =
i

g2
YM

sin2 θ (Z̄ δZ − Z δZ̄), fφ2 = − i

g2
YM

cos2 θ (Z̄ δZ − Z δZ̄) . (3.38)

For this choice of (fφ1 , fφ2) our boundary conditions (3.37) become:

Z2 δ

[
1

Z

(
Πθ
Z + i cos θ sin θ (Πφ1

Z −Πφ2

Z )
)]

+ Z̄2 δ

[
1

Z̄

(
Πθ
Z̄ − i cos θ sin θ (Πφ1

Z̄
−Πφ2

Z̄
)
)]

= 0 .

(3.39)

Symbolically, this can be written as g1 δC + δg2 C = 0 , where gi are arbitrary functions on

phase space. This essentially shows that a consistent variational problem is obtained if the

boundary conditions are such that the BPS constraint C = 0 is obeyed and the variations

are such that they too satisfy δC = 0 near the boundary.

We will therefore define our configuration space to consist of all configurations that

approach (sufficiently fast) one of the BPS solutions near the boundary. This means that

the boundary condition we impose is (3.39) at the boundary. The BPS string configurations

that we work with in this work are singular at either θ = 0 or θ = π/2 and we excised out

the singular region to create a boundary and the divergence of the action comes from the
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singular region. We have also shown that for singular BPS configurations the action is

rendered finite by our boundary term. It should be clear that for any configuration which

is regular and smooth (both fields and their gradients are finite) and approach one of the

BPS configurations at the boundary its action (actually the Lagrangian density integrated

over the space coordinates but not time) will be finite. So far we have only worked with

the first boundary term that we added in (3.23). It is also easy to state what the boundary

conditions should be when we have the additional boundary terms in (3.33): we just have

to keep adding their variations to the l.h.s of (3.37). Since the new terms in the boundary

Lagrangian are constraints that vanish for BPS configurations we do not have to change the

definition of the configuration space.

3.3 Regularization of Charges

The theory in (3.18) is invariant under translations in τ, φ1, φ2 and the global u(1) R-

symmetry, and we refer to the corresponding conserved charges as E, S1, S2 and J respec-

tively. The Hamiltonian density is given by

E = Z
δL
δŻ

+ Z̄
δL
δ ˙̄Z
− L , (3.40)

and by evaluating this on the solutions we obtain

E(r0,m, n) =
2r2

0

g2
YM

cos2m θ sin2n θ
[
(m+ n+ 1) cos θ sin θ +m2 tan θ + n2 cot θ

]
(3.41)

For m,n ≥ 0 this gives the energy E = 4π2
∫ π

2

0
dθ E :

E(r0,m, n) = 4π2 2r2
0

g2
YM

(m+ n+ 1)

2

Γ(1 +m)Γ(1 + n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)

=
4π2

g2
YM

r2
0 (m+ n+ 1)2B(m+ 1, n+ 1) ,

(3.42)

where B(a, b) is the Euler Beta function. The other charges for m,n ≥ 0 are computed from

the stress tensor (see Appendix B) and we obtain

J(r0,m, n) =
4π2 r2

0

g2
YM

(m+ n+ 1)B(m+ 1, n+ 1),

S1(r0,m, n) = −4π2 r2
0

g2
YM

(m+ n+ 1)mB(m+ 1, n+ 1),

S2(r0,m, n) = −4π2 r2
0

g2
YM

(m+ n+ 1)nB(m+ 1, n+ 1) .

(3.43)

It is easy to check that the charges satisfy the linear relation: E + S1 + S2 = J .

For negative m or n the energy (E) and the other charges (S1, S2, J) are all divergent.

Also we need to take the contributions of the boundary terms into account. We will show
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below that – after subtracting the divergences – this answer (3.42) so far valid for non-

negative (m,n) can be treated as the answer for other values of (m,n) when it is finite. For

this let us find the nature of these singularities first.

The energy density (3.41) can be rewritten in the form:

g2
YM

2 r2
0

E(r0,m, n) = cos2m θ sin2n θ
[
(m+ n+ 1) cos θ sin θ +m2 tan θ + n2 cot θ

]
= (m+ n+ 1)2 cos2m+1 θ sin2n+1 θ − d

dθ

[
1

2
cos2m θ sin2n θ (m sin2 θ − n cos2 θ)

]
.

(3.44)

Moving the total derivative term to the l.h.s and integrating over θ gives

I =
g2
YM

2 r2
0

∫
dθ E(r0,m, n) +

1

2
cos2m θ sin2n θ (m sin2 θ − n cos2 θ) (3.45a)

= (m+ n+ 1)2

∫
dθ cos2m+1 θ sin2n+1 θ . (3.45b)

When the parameters (m,n) take negative values, one can check that the energy is

divergent. The second term on the r.h.s of (3.45a) is responsible for the leading divergence

in the bulk contribution to the energy as, near θ → 0, it diverges as θ2n for n < 0. A similar

power law divergence appears for m < 0 as θ → π
2
. In fact, these divergences get cancelled

by the energy contributions from the boundary terms (3.31) and (3.32) respectively.

We will consider the cases (m > 0, n < 0) and (m < 0, n > 0) differently in what follows.

The integral in (3.45b) can be evaluated as

I =

{
− (m+n+1)2

2 (m+1)
cos2m+2 θ F (1 +m,−n, 2 +m, cos2 θ) , if m ≥ 0 and n < 0.

(m+n+1)2

2 (n+1)
sin2n+2 θ F (1 + n,−m, 2 + n, sin2 θ) , if m < 0 and n ≥ 0.

(3.46)

Here F denotes the hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b, c; z). Now, for (m > 0, n < 0), it is

clear that the defect is located at θ = 0. As a consequence, it is only possible to cancel

(divergent) contributions to the energy density that arise from θ = 0, by adding suitable

boundary term at θ = 0. On the other hand, it would be important to ensure that there

is no contribution at all from the other end of the bulk integration, namely at θ = π
2
. The

choice we have made in (3.46) ensures that this is so.

The derivative of either of these terms leads to the same energy density and so these

differ by a constant that only depends on (m,n) and is independent of θ. By explicitly

evaluating a few cases it becomes clear that the difference is precisely given by E(r0,m, n)

given in (3.42), but analytically continued to negative values of either n or m, leading to

finite results. This will prove to be important when the regularized energies are calculated.

With the choices that we have made, for the (m > 0, n < 0) cases, the contribution of I
to the energy leads to power law (and in some special cases logarithmic) divergences near

θ = 0. In order to cancel these divergences we add boundary terms of the form

L′bdy = f(m,n, θ)
i

g2
YM

(Φ C − Φ̄ C̄) , (3.47)
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where C is the constraint

C = (Πφ1 cos2 θ + Πφ2 sin2 θ)− Πτ +
i

2
cos θ sin θ Φ , (3.48)

and C̄ its complex conjugate and f(m,n, θ) is a real function of Z, Z̄,Πφi
Z ,Π

φi
Z̄

obtained by

the following replacements:

m −→ −i 2g2
YM cot θ

(
Πφ1

Z

Z̄
−

Πφ1

Z̄

Z

)
, n −→ −i 2g2

YM tan θ

(
Πφ2

Z

Z̄
−

Πφ2

Z̄

Z

)
. (3.49)

It is clear that such a term will not alter the property that the on-shell action vanishes since

it is proportional to the phase space constraints. However, it does contribute to the energy

a term proportional to
2 r2

0

g2
YM

times

1

2
(m+ n+ 1) cos2m+1 θ sin2n+1 θ f(m,n, θ) (3.50)

to the energy. At first glance this does not appear to be of the same form as the bulk

integral in (3.46). However by using the Pfaff transformation

F (a, b, c; z) = (1− z)−b F
(
c− a, b, c, ; z

z − 1

)
, (3.51)

we can write the terms on the r.h.s in (3.46) as:

I =

{
− (m+n+1)2

2 (m+1)
cos2m+2 θ sin2n θ F (1,−n, 2 +m,− cot2 θ) , if m ≥ 0 and n < 0.

(m+n+1)2

2 (n+1)
cos2m θ sin2n+2 θ F (1,−m, 2 + n,− tan2 θ) , if m < 0 and n ≥ 0.

(3.52)

At this point, there are two possibilities for the coefficient f(m,n, θ). One possibility is

to add the boundary term that exactly cancels the bulk divergence; this would imply that

for all (m,n) the energy of these defect contributions is exactly zero and the same is true

for all the other conserved charges. From various points of view, we feel that this is not a

reasonable outcome and we make the alternative choice in which the boundary Lagrangian

is

f(m,n, θ) =

{
−m+n+1

n+1
tan θ F (1,−m, 2 + n,− tan2 θ) , if m ≥ 0 and n < 0.

m+n+1
m+1

cot θ F (1,−n, 2 +m,− cot2 θ) , if m < 0 and n ≥ 0.
(3.53)

One reason for making this choice is that the hypergeometric terms have a sensible power

series expansion near the respective boundaries. Combining now the bulk and boundary

contributions we see that the energy of the wobbling string takes is simply the analytic

continuation of the energy E(r0,m, n) to negative values of either n or m.

There is another closely related reason for choosing the first (second) of (3.53) in the

boundary term at θ = 0 (θ = π
2
). Suppose we move through the space of polynomial

solutions from a wobbling string at θ = 0 to a regular one at θ = 0. This can be achieved
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by simply tuning the sign of n from negative to positive. Then the energy ceases to be

singular. But if we use the second boundary term at θ = 0 this would cancel the energy

exactly irrespective the sign of n and would make the energy of the smooth solutions zero.

But we know that the energies of smooth solutions are finite – as for instance they can be

compared directly with the corresponding finite energies of wobbling dual-giants.

We conclude this section by examining the status of the other charges (S1, S2, J) and

the linear relation E = S1 + S2 + J . It turns out that the same set of boundary terms that

allowed us to include the defects to the class of dual-giant like solutions also regularize these

charges, and maintain the linear BPS relation between the charges valid for these solutions

as well.

Even though we appear to have added infinitely many counter terms (as seen by expand-

ing the hypergeometric function as a power series) to render the energy finite, it must be

pointed out that for a given (m,n) only finitely many of the boundary terms are responsible

for cancelling the divergences.

Our prescription to subtract away the (coordinate-dependent) divergences in the charges

of the BPS string solutions may appear to be ad hoc. However, it will become clear from the

dual holographic analysis that our prescription here is nothing more than the standard UV

renormalization. In particular our prescription should be treated on the same footing as the

renormalization of the Euclidean action for Wilson line or surface defect operators that gives

rise to finite expectation values of those non-local operators (see for instance [17,18,29]).

3.4 Some Examples

Our analysis in the previous section shows that it is possible to add a boundary term to the

classical action such that all classical singular profiles described by (3.28) are solutions to

the same variational problem. Further we showed that it is possible to add extra boundary

terms proportional to the phase space constraints such that the energy turns out to be

finite in a large number of cases. In this section we focus on a few simple cases in which

the boundary Lagrangian simplifies considerably and that illustrate the general ideas that

we have discussed so far.

3.4.1 The static case m+ n+ 1 = 0:

In this case, it is straightforward to see from (3.28) that the solution is time independent.

We focus on the case in which m > 0 and n < 0 and the profile for the scalar field takes the

form

Z = r0 e
iξ0(cos θ eiφ1)−n−1(sin θ eiφ2)n . (3.54)

The on-shell momenta Πτ
Z vanishes and the requirement that the energy be finite reduces

to requiring that the on-shell action be finite. In this case, the function f(m,n, θ) vanishes

and we obtain the simple boundary term in (3.31):

Lbdy =
1

2
(Z Πθ

Z + Z̄ Πθ
Z̄) , (3.55)
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where this is evaluated near θ = 0. A similar result holds for the case with m < 0 and n > 0,

in which the boundary term is added at θ = π
2
. The simple 1

2
-BPS defects, which correspond

to the (0,−1) and (−1, 0) cases fall into this category and we find that the on-shell action

and energy vanish with this boundary term5.

3.4.2 The strings of type (0, n)

These are the time dependent solutions of the form

Z = r0 e
i (ξ0−τ)

(
sin θ ei (φ2−τ)

)n
, (3.56)

with n < 0. One can check that the function f(0, n, θ) simply reduces to unity and the

boundary action takes a particularly simple form:

Lbdy + L′bdy =
1

2
(Z Πθ

Z + Z̄ Πθ
Z̄) +

i

2
tan θ (Z C − Z̄ C̄) , (3.57)

where C is the constraint in (3.24). The renormalized energy in this case turns out to be

E0,n

4π2
=

(n+ 1)

g2
YM

r2
0 . (3.58)

Note that the energy is negative for negative values of n.

3.4.3 The strings of type (−n, n)

Here we again consider cases with n < 0. In this case there is no simplification that occurs

in the boundary term and one has both the boundary terms:

Lbdy + L′bdy =
1

2
(Z Πθ

Z + Z̄ Πθ
Z̄) +

i

2
(Z C − Z̄ C̄) f(−n, n, θ) . (3.59)

This is an interesting case and for fractional (rational) values of n, these give finite results.

For instance, for any positive integer p, we have

E−n,n
4π2

∣∣∣∣
n=− (2p+1)

2

= (−1)p
π (2p+ 1)

2g2
YM

r2
0 . (3.60)

3.5 Summary

We end this section with some general remarks about the status of these singular solutions

and their renormalized finite energies. First of all we have given a characterization of what

we have termed wobbling string solutions in terms of holomorphic functions that intersect

5It is possible to put the N = 4 gauge theory on different backgrounds such as AdS4, AdS3 × S1 [18],

dS4 [30], etc. The corresponding half-BPS conformal defect can be obtained in each of these cases using

the appropriate Weyl transformation. The Killing energies computed in the various cases are physically

distinct.
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the 3-sphere. For such 1
8
-BPS solutions we showed that it is possible to define a consistent

variational problem that includes all those solutions in a consistent manner, and such that

the on-shell action is zero. We will have more to say about the general features of these

solutions in Section 4.4 where we discuss them from a holographic point of view.

We focused on solutions of the monomial type functions given in (3.28). For the case

that (m,n) are both positive, these are well studied in the literature and give rise to finite

energies and global charges, as can be seen from the explicit expressions in (3.42) and

(3.43). We then went on to consider solutions for which one of m or n is negative (which

correspond to particularly simple wobbling string solutions) and showed that it was possible

to add further boundary terms such that the renormalized energy and charges were simply

an analytic continuation of the formulae obtained for the cases with (m,n) positive. For

particular sub-cases we observed that the energies can be positive or negative and the

interpretation of this is unclear at this juncture. It is likely that these could be interpreted

as a Casimir energies of the worldvolume theories on the stringy defects.

Let us now discuss the limitations of our analysis. We recall that when we studied the

possible boundary terms that could be added there were two natural possibilities: one led

to a cancellation of all divergences in the charges (the on-shell action vanishes for all BPS

solutions) but at the same time also cancelled the finite parts such that the energy and

global charges turned out to be zero for all monomial solutions. This was considered to be

an unphysical choice6 and we instead opted for the choice in which the energy and global

charges were analytic continuations of the corresponding results for the cases in which both

(m,n) are positive real numbers. For those cases in which the analytic continuation of

the energy and charges lead to finite values, our proposal gives a complete renormalization

prescription. In fact, in Section 5 we will interpret this as holographic renormalization and

compute the subleading (in ’t Hooft coupling) corrections to the energy and charges by

considering the renormalization of the probe D3-brane theory.

However, it is evident that there are choices of (m,n) for which the analytic continuation

of the charges does not lead to finite results. For instance, for the case of m + n = 0, the

analytic continuation of the energy in (3.42) to negative integer values of n leads to divergent

results. On a careful examination, it turns out that, while the coordinate dependent power

law divergences do cancel, there are additional singularities that could be interpreted as

logarithmic singularities. Similar divergences also appear for m and n both sufficiently

negative. As it stands, for those cases for which the analytic continuation does not lead

to a finite result, we do not have a proposal for regularizing the BPS string solutions, and

further analysis of such solutions is beyond the scope of this work. Our primary goal in

going through the regularization procedure was to demonstrate finiteness of energy and

charges for a large class of monomial solutions.

6As alluded to previously, one could consider cutting off even the regular monomial solutions away from

θ = 0 and adding the same set of same boundary terms as for the singular solutions. This particular choice

would lead to regular solutions with zero energy and charges, which is unphysical.
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4 D3-brane Probes in AdS5 × S5

We now turn to a holographic description of the wobbling strings by considering probe D3-

brane solutions in global AdS5 × S5. In the Euclidean context, in [18, 19], the holographic

duals of surface operators that preserve some fraction of the supersymmetry with topology

R2 ⊂ R4 were shown to be described by probe D3-branes ending on the boundary in a

two dimensional surface. In this section we perform the analogous calculation in global

coordinates. For the half-BPS string, we will find that the probe brane ends on the boundary

on a surface with topology R× S1 ⊂ R× S3.

4.1 The closed string background

We begin with a brief review of the geometry of the bulk background and we begin by

defining the following complex coordinates:7

(Φ0,Φ1,Φ2, Z1, Z2, Z3) ∈ C1,2 × C3 . (4.1)

The AdS5 × S5 background is defined as the following locus in this ambient space:

− |Φ0|2 + |Φ1|2 + |Φ2|2 = −l2 and |Z1|2 + |Z2|2 + |Z3|2 = l2 . (4.2)

We will work with global coordinates in AdS5 and this corresponds to the parametrization:

Φ0 = l cosh ρ eiφ0 Φ1 = l sinh ρ cos θ eiφ1 Φ2 = l sinh ρ sin θ eiφ2 .

Z1 = l sinα eiξ1 Z2 = l cosα sin β eiξ2 Z3 = l cosα cos β eiξ3 .
(4.3)

The metric on AdS5×S5 is then simply inherited from the flat metric of the ambient space

and takes the following form in global coordinates:

ds2

l2
= − cosh2 ρ dφ2

0 + dρ2 + sinh2 ρ (dθ2 + cos2 θ dφ2
1 + sin2 θ dφ2

2)

+ dα2 + sin2 α dξ2
1 + cos2 α (dβ2 + sin2 β dξ2

2 + cos2 β dξ2
3) , (4.4)

where φ0 = t
l
. We choose a frame that makes manifest the fact that AdS5 (respectively S5)

can be written as a U(1) Hopf fibration over a Kähler manifold C̃P
2

(respectively CP2). The

frame for the AdS5 part is given by

e0 = l[cosh2 ρ dφ0 − sinh2 ρ (cos2 θdφ1 + sin2 θdφ2)],

e1 = l dρ , e2 = l sinh ρ dθ,

e3 = l cosh ρ sinh ρ (cos2 θ dφ01 + sin2 θ dφ02)

e4 = l sinh ρ cos θ sin θ dφ12

(4.5)

7These complex coordinates of the ambient space will turn out to be useful when we discuss the more

general probe branes as zeros of holomorphic functions.
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where φij = φi − φj. For the S5 part, we choose the frame

e5 = l dα, e6 = l cosα dβ,

e7 = l cosα sinα (sin2 β dξ12 + cos2 β dξ13),

e8 = l cosα cos β sin β dξ23,

e9 = l (sin2 α dξ1 + cos2 α sin2 β dξ2 + cos2 α cos2 β dξ3)

(4.6)

where ξij = ξi − ξj.
The Killing spinor for the AdS5 × S5 background adapted to the above frame is given

by [21]:

ε = e−
1
2

(Γ79−iΓ5 γ̃)αe−
1
2

(Γ89−iΓ6γ̃)β e
1
2
ξ1Γ57 e

1
2
ξ2Γ68 e

i
2
ξ3Γ9 γ̃

× e
1
2
ρ (Γ03+iΓ1 γ) e

1
2
θ (Γ12+Γ34) e

i
2
φ0 Γ0 γ e−

1
2
φ1Γ13 e−

1
2
φ2Γ24 ε0 ≡M · ε0 ,

(4.7)

where ε0 is an arbitrary 32-component Weyl spinor satisfying Γ0 · · ·Γ9ε0 = −ε0 and we have

denoted γ = Γ01234 and γ̃ = Γ56789.

4.2 1
2-BPS D3-brane Probes

We now consider various classes of 1
2
-BPS probe D3-branes, all of which end on the boundary

in a two dimensional surface. In the first class we consider D3-branes described by the

equations:

Φ1 Z1 = C1 , Z2 = Z3 = 0 . (4.8)

The embedding equation is inspired by the profile of the complex scalar Z1 in (2.18). To be

precise, the coefficient that appears in the probe equation and the constant c1 in the profile

of the scalar field (see equation (2.18)) are related by a non-trivial factor, given by [18]

c1 =

√
λ

2π
C1 , (4.9)

where λ = g2
YMN is the ’t Hooft coupling of the gauge theory. The relative factor in the

normalization can be explained as follows: the probe D3 brane action naturally comes with

an overall factor that is the tension of the D3 brane given by TD3 = N
2π2 l4

. If we consider the

boundary limit of the probe brane action, and require the action to reproduce the action

for a single eigenvalue of the complex scalar field Z in the boundary theory, then, this is

precisely the factor one would rescale the field by in order to obtain the action8 in (3.18).

Alternatively, we could simply declare this to be the map between the classical solutions

of the probe theory and in the boundary theory, in which a single eigenvalue is given a

non-trivial profile. In either case, we shall see that this map of parameters is essential to

match the energies and charges computed in the bulk and boundary theories, in the leading

order expansion in λ.

8Here, we identify the radial profile of the brane probe in AdS is identified with |Z| on the CFT side.
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In terms of the real coordinates introduced in the previous subsection, the embedding

of the probe D3-brane is given by the following real conditions:

sinh ρ cos θ =
R0

l
, α =

π

2
, φ1 + ξ1 = ξ

(0)
1 . (4.10)

We have chosen to write the complex constant C1 = R0 e
iξ

(0)
1 in a particularly convenient

manner. We see that as ρ→∞, we have θ → π
2

so as to keep the first equation consistent,

and the D3-brane ends on the circle parametrized by φ1 on the boundary, while being ex-

tended along the φ0-direction. The (θ, φ2) coordinates parametrize the directions transverse

to the boundary limit of the probe, exactly as for the corresponding string defect. We choose

the static gauge in which the world-volume coordinates are identified as follows:

(τ, σ1, σ2, σ3) = (φ0, θ, φ1, φ2) . (4.11)

The induced metric on the world-volume is given by:

ds2

l2

∣∣∣∣
D3

= −
(
R2

0 + l2 cos2 θ

l2 cos2 θ

)
dφ2

0 +
R2

0(R2
0 + l2) sec2 θ

l2(R2
0 + l2 cos2 θ)

dθ2 +
R2

0 + l2

l2
dφ2

1 +
R2

0

l2
tan2 θdφ2

2 .

(4.12)

The square root of the determinant of the induced metric, which will play an important

role, takes the simple form√
−det(h) = R2

0(R2
0 + l2) sec2 θ tan θ . (4.13)

4.2.1 The κ-symmetry analysis

We would now like to classify the set of supersymmetries preserved by this probe D3-brane.

The κ-symmetry equation that guarantees the supersymmetry of the worldvolume theory

is given by

γτσ1σ2σ3ε = ± i
√
− deth ε . (4.14)

Here, the world-volume γ-matrices are defined by

γi = eai Γa , (4.15)

where the eai = eaµ∂iX
µ is obtained by the pullback of the one-form eaµ. For the probe

D3-brane under consideration, the world-volume gamma matrices are as follows:

γτ = l cosh2 ρΓ0 + l sinh ρ cosh ρΓ3 ,

γσ1 = l tanh ρ tan θ Γ1 + l sinh ρΓ2 ,

γσ2 = −l sinh2 ρ cos2 θ Γ0 − l sinh ρ cosh ρ cos2 θ Γ3 + l sinh ρ cos θ sin θ Γ4 − l Γ9 ,

γσ3 = −l sinh2 ρ sin2 θ Γ0 − l sinh ρ cosh ρ sin2 θ Γ3 − l sinh ρ cos θ sin θ Γ4 .

(4.16)
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The product of four γ matrices is

1

l4
γτσ1σ2σ3 = sinh2 ρ cosh ρ

[(
sinh ρ(Γ0234 + Γ2349)− cosh ρΓ0249

)
cos θ sin θ − Γ0239 sin2 θ

]
+ sinh2 ρ sin2 θ

[
sinh ρ (Γ0134 + Γ1349)− cosh ρΓ0149 − tan θ Γ0139

]
.

(4.17)

In order to check the κ-symmetry equation, we need to commute the four-gamma products

through the matrix M defined in (4.7). For instance, we have the following identity:

Γ9M = M

(
µ2

3 − iµ2
2 Γ57 − i µ2

1 Γ68 + µ2µ3e
−ξ2 Γ68−iξ3Γ5678 (1 + iΓ57) Γ89

+ µ1µ3e
−ξ1 Γ57−iξ3Γ5678 (1 + iΓ68) Γ79 + iµ1µ2e

−ξ1 Γ57−ξ2 Γ68 (Γ58 + Γ67)

)
Γ9 .

(4.18)

Here we have defined µ1 = sinα, µ2 = cosα sin β and µ3 = cosα cos β so that Zi = µi e
i ξi

in (4.3). For the particular probe brane under consideration, we have α = π
2
, and this

corresponds to µ2 = µ3 = 0 and µ1 = 1. This simplifies the above relation to

Γ9M = −iM Γ689 . (4.19)

One can similarly commute the other Γ-matrices through the matrix M . After some tedious

algebra, the κ-symmetry constraint reduces to the following simple expression:

1

l4
γτσ1σ2σ3 ·M · ε0 =M cosh ρ sinh3 ρ e−iφ0Γ0γ eφ1Γ13(Γ0234 + Γ3968) · ε0

− iM sin2 θ sinh4 ρ eφ1Γ13 eφ2Γ24(Γ12 + Γ014968) · ε0
+ iM tan θ sinh2 ρ(1 + cos2 θ sinh2 ρ)Γ024968 · ε0 .

(4.20)

Using the embedding equation in (4.10) and the 10d chirality constraint, we find that the

κ-symmetry constraint in (4.14) is satisfied with the choice of (−) sign if the following

projection constraint is imposed on the constant spinor ε0:

Γ1357 ε0 = ε0 . (4.21)

We have thus shown that the probe D3-brane preserves half of the bulk supersymmetries.

4.2.2 More 1
2
-BPS Probes from SU(3) Rotations

The advantage of the coordinates and frame we have chosen to work with is that it is

possible to find other probe D3-branes that are closely related to the one we have analyzed

so far, and whose supersymmetry can be checked by a minor modification of our previous

analysis. These probes are obtained by using an SU(3) rotation acting on the Zi variables

and as a result the induced metric remains the same as in (4.12).
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Repeating the κ-symmetry analysis we find that

Φ1 Z2 = C2 and Z1 = Z3 = 0 (4.22)

is half-BPS and preserves the supersymmetries that survive the following projection:

Γ1368ε0 = ε0 . (4.23)

Similarly the probe D3-brane

Φ1 Z3 = C3 and Z1 = Z2 = 0 . (4.24)

preserves half the supersymmetries if we impose the projection

Γ0924ε0 = i ε0 . (4.25)

4.2.3 A Second Class of 1
2
-BPS D3-branes

We now mirror our discussion of classical string like defects on the boundary theory and

turn to discuss a second class of D3 probe branes, that are obtained by an SU(2) rotation

that acts on the complex Φi variables. While the κ-symmetry analysis is similar to the one

performed earlier, the technical details are quite different. Consider now the following probe

D3-brane:

Φ2Z1 = D1 and Z2 = Z3 = 0 . (4.26)

In terms of the real coordinates we now have the defining equations:

sinh ρ sin θ =
R0

l
α =

π

2
φ2 + ξ1 = ξ(0) . (4.27)

The induced metric on the worldvolume is given by

ds2

l2

∣∣∣∣
D3

= −
(
R2

0 + l2 sin2 θ

l2 sin2 θ

)
dφ2

0 +
R2

0(R2
0 + l2) csc2 θ

l2(R2
0 + l2 sin2 θ)

dθ2 +
R2

0 + l2

l2
dφ2

1 +
R2

0

l2
cot2 θdφ2

2 .

(4.28)

The square root of the determinant of the induced metric is given by:√
−det(h) = R2

0(R2
0 + l2) csc2 θ cot θ . (4.29)

The world-volume gamma matrices are as follows:

γτ = l cosh2 ρΓ0 + l sinh ρ cosh ρΓ3

γσ1 = −l tanh ρ cot θ Γ1 + l sinh ρΓ2

γσ2 = −l sinh2 ρ cos2 θ Γ0 − l sinh ρ cosh ρ cos2 θ Γ3 + l sinh ρ cos θ sin θ Γ4

γσ3 = −l sinh2 ρ sin2 θ Γ0 − l sinh ρ cosh ρ sin2 θ Γ3 − l sinh ρ cos θ sin θ Γ4 − l Γ9

(4.30)
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The product of four γ matrices is

1

l4
γτσ1σ2σ3 =− cos2 θ sinh2 ρ (cot θΓ0139 − cosh ρ(Γ0149 + Γ0239) + sinh ρ(Γ0134 + Γ1349))

− sin θ cos θ cosh ρ sinh2 ρ(cosh ρΓ0249 − sinh ρ(Γ0234 + Γ2349)) .

(4.31)

In order to check the κ-symmetry equation, as before, we need to commute the four-gamma

products through the matrix M defined in (4.7). After performing the relevant Γ-matrix

algebra, we finally obtain

1

l4
γτσ1σ2σ3 ·M · ε0 =iM sinh3 ρ cos θ

[
i cosh ρe−iφ0Γ0γeφ2Γ24(Γ0134 − Γ4968))

+ sinh ρ cos θeφ1Γ13 eφ2Γ24(Γ12 − Γ023968)
]
· ε0

+ iM cot θ sinh2 ρ(1 + sin2 θ sinh2 ρ)Γ013968 · ε0

(4.32)

We thus find that the D3-brane preserves one half of the bulk supersymmetries if the fol-

lowing projection is imposed on the constant spinor:

Γ2457 ε0 = ε0 . (4.33)

4.2.4 More 1
2
-BPS Probes from SU(3) Rotations

One can now do an SU(3) rotation on the Zi variables as before and obtain two other

half-BPS probe D3-branes in this same class. These also turn out to be half-BPS; we find

that

Φ2Z2 = D2 and Z3 = Z1 = 0 , (4.34)

preserves half the supersymmetries if the following projection is imposed on the constant

spinor:

Γ2468 ε0 = ε0 . (4.35)

Similarly, the D3-brane described by

Φ2Z3 = D3 and Z1 = Z2 = 0 , (4.36)

preserves half the supersymmetries if the following projection is imposed on the constant

spinor:

Γ0913 ε0 = i ε0 . (4.37)
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4.3 1
16-BPS D3-brane Probes

So far we have found six different probe D3-branes, that have been classified into two distinct

classes depending on whether it wraps the φ1 circle or the φ2 circle on the boundary. Each

probe brane preserves half of the supersymmetries. Following our analysis of the singular

solutions on the boundary, we now ask for the projections that preserve the common set of

supersymmetries amongst all these probe D3-branes. This is easily done and the result is

the following set of projections on the constant spinor:

Γ13ε0 = Γ24ε0 = −iε0 , Γ09ε0 = −ε0 , Γ57ε0 = Γ68ε0 = iε0 . (4.38)

These projections preserve exactly two out of the thirty two supersymmetries of the bulk

background.

Remarkably, these projections conditions have been encountered previously in the con-

text of studying giant-gravitons and dual giant-gravitons in AdS5 × S5 [21]. What we have

just shown is that the set of two supersymmetries that the various probe branes share (and

which are dual to stringy defects in the gauge theory), is the same set of supersymmetries

shared by the D3-brane probes that describe giants and dual-giants.

We now review the constraints on the D3-brane worldvolume that were derived in [21]

from the projections in (4.38). As we shall see, the general solution to these can be suitably

described as zeros of holomorphic functions and this in turn will enable us to describe the

most general D3 probe that ends on a string like defect on the boundary.

The projection conditions in (4.38) leads to a drastic simplification of the Killing spinor,

which now takes the form:

ε = e
i
2

(φ0+φ1+φ2+ξ1+ξ2+ξ3) ε0 . (4.39)

Our goal is to write down the general conditions satisfied by the D3 world-volume that

preserves these two supercharges. The world-volume γ-matrices are given by

γi = eaiΓa , (4.40)

where eai = eaµ∂iX
µ is the pullback of the spacetime frame eaµ onto the world-volume. The

κ-projection condition is given by

γτσ1σ2σ3 ε = ±i
√
− deth ε . (4.41)

Using the definitions, we substitute the Killing spinor (4.39) into (4.41) and use the projec-

tion conditions to reduce the l.h.s. into a linear combination of independent structures of

the form Γa1,a2...ε0. The coefficient of each such structure is set to zero except the constant

one, which is equated to the r.h.s.

In order to write these BPS equations in a compact form, we introduce the following

complex 1-forms:

E1 = e1 − ie3 E2 = e2 − ie4 E5 = e5 + ie7 E6 = e6 + ie8 , (4.42)
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We then find that the κ-symmmetry constraints that follow by setting to zero the coefficient

of Γa1,...anε0 are equivalent to the vanishing of the pullback of the following 4-forms onto the

D3 world-volume [21]:

EABCD = 0

(e09 + i (ω̃ − ω)) ∧ EAB = 0 for A,B = 0, 1, 2, 5, 6 . (4.43)

Here we have also defined the following real 2-forms:

ω̃ = e13 + e24 = − i
2

(
E1 ∧ E1 + E2 ∧ E2

)
≡ ω

C̃P
2 (4.44)

ω = e57 + e68 =
i

2

(
E5 ∧ E5 + E6 ∧ E6

)
≡ ωCP2 . (4.45)

As the notation suggests, the 2-forms are the pull-backs of certain Kähler forms onto the

worldvolume of the brane. These Kähler forms are of the respective base manifolds CP2

and C̃P
2
, when S5 and AdS5 are written as Hopf-fibrations.

Substituting the equations in (4.43) into the κ-symmetry constraint and equating the

coefficient of ε0 on both sides, we find that for D3 probes that have a time-like world-volume

we have

(ω − ω̃) ∧ (ω − ω̃) = 0 (4.46)

e09 ∧ (ω̃ − ω) = ±
∣∣e09 ∧ (ω̃ − ω)

∣∣ = ±dvol4 . (4.47)

The equation (4.47) is solved for either D-branes or anti D-branes depending on the sign of

|e09 ∧ (ω̃ − ω)|. For dual-giant solutions, one can check that it is for the negative sign (i.e.

for anti-branes) that the κ-symmetry conditions are satisfied.

This completes the identification of the volume element on the world volume of the

D3-brane as the pullback of a particular spacetime 4-form. This will have important con-

sequences when we discuss the on-shell actions for our probe brane solutions. We have

been brief in this review of the BPS equations and refer the reader to [21] for the complete

derivation.

4.3.1 General 1
16

-BPS Solutions

The most general 1
16

-BPS solution to these equations were given by Kim and Lee [20] (see

also [21]) in terms of three holomorphic functions:

F (I)(Φi, Zj) = 0 for I = 1, 2, 3 , (4.48)

where the Φi and Zj are defined in (4.3) and the functions each satisfy a scaling condition:

2∑
i=0

∂φiF
(I) −

3∑
i=1

∂ξiF
(I) = 0 . (4.49)
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Four sub-classes of solutions to these equations that preserve 1
8
th of the bulk supersymmetry

were listed in [21], some of which were previously obtained in [31–34]. The probes were

either point-like in the AdS5 directions (giants) or point-like in the S5 (dual-giants) and

they carried spins (J1, J2, J3) only along the S5 or they carried two spins along the AdS5

directions and one spin along the S5, which we denote (S1, S2, J).

All the particular solutions that were considered in [21] had compact world-volume and

none of these extended to the boundary. What we have just shown is that the same set of

BPS equations admit another completely different class of probe D3-branes that have an

interpretation as holographic duals of string like defects, and whose world-volume ends on

the conformal boundary R × S3 along two directions, one of which is the time direction.

We next turn to a better understanding of the constraints that holomorphy places on the

spatial direction of the boundary component of the probe brane.

4.4 Bulk Zeros to Boundary Profiles

The particular noncompact solutions of the probe D3-branes we are interested in and which

are the holographic duals of the wobbling stringy solutions we found on the boundary have

charges (S1, S2, J). From the above discussion, these should therefore be described by

Z2 = Z3 = 0 and f(Z1Φ0, Z1Φ1, Z1Φ2) = 0 . (4.50)

We have written the holomorphic function in such a way that it is invariant under the

scaling

Φi → λΦi and Z1 → λ−1Z1 .

Here and in what follows, we shall omit the subscript and simply refer to the coordinate

on the S5 as Z. We could also rewrite the holomorphic function in (4.50) in a manner

suggestive of the boundary solutions, as functions of the form g(Φ0Z,Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0).

Our goal is to find the zeros of this function on the boundary of AdS5. What we shall

then show is that this zero locus precisely coincides with the locus in the boundary theory

where the profile of the scalar field has a singularity. For this purpose let us parametrise

the coordinates Φi ∈ C1,2 of the ambient space as follows:

Φ0 =
√
r2 + l2 ν0, Φ1 = r ν1, Φ2 = r ν2 (4.51)

where ν0 = eiφ0 , ν1 = cos θ eiφ1 and ν2 = sin θ eiφ2 so that we have−|Φ0|2+|Φ1|2+|Φ2|2 = −l2.

As we near the boundary these take the form

Φ0 = r ν0, Φ1 = r ν1, Φ2 = r ν2 , (4.52)

and become coordinates on a null-cone −|Φ0|2 + |Φ1|2 + |Φ2|2 = 0. The induced metric on

this cone is of the form

−|dΦ0|2 + |dΦ1|2 + |dΦ2|2 = r2 (−|dν2
0 |+ |dν1|2 + |dν2|2)

= r2 (−dφ2
0 + dθ2 + cos2 θ dφ2

1 + sin2 θ dφ2
2) ,

(4.53)
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so that the boundary is in the conformal class of R× S3 for arbitrary and large-r.

Now that we have obtained the asymptotic behaviour of the bulk coordinates let us

return to the problem at hand, which is to find the locus of zeros of f(ZΦ0, ZΦ1, ZΦ2) as

we approach the boundary. Near the boundary, the function becomes f(Z r ν0, Z rν1, Z r ν2)

with Z = eiξ. So the worldvolume of the D3 brane intersects the boundary at the zeros of

the functions

f(λ ν0, λ ν1, λ ν2) = 0 ,

where λ = r ei ξ for arbitrary λ ∈ C?. Such a zero set remains invariant only if this function is

homogeneous under scaling, which means f(λ ν0, λ ν1, λ ν2) = λpf(ν0, ν1, ν2). But a function

with such a scaling property can be re-written as νp0 F (ν1/ν0, ν2/ν0) so that the zeros we are

after at a fixed τ is also the same as the zeros of a holomorphic function F (ζ1, ζ2) where

ζi = νi/ν0 ∈ C2 which intersects the unit 3-sphere |ζ1|2 + |ζ2|2 = 1. The time evolution is

simply given by the scaling (ζ1, ζ2)→ e−iφ0(ζ1, ζ2).

Let us summarize what we have just derived. If the worldvoume of the probe D3-brane

is described as the zero locus of an arbitrary holomorphic function f(ZΦ0, ZΦ1, ZΦ2), then

we see that for those probes that reach the boundary, the world-volume, as it approaches

the boundary is two dimensional and at a given instant in time, it is given by the locus K,

which, following the steps outlined above, is obtained by the intersection of a holomorphic

function in C2 with the 3-sphere.

F (ζ1, ζ2) = 0 ∩ |ζ1|2 + |ζ2|2 = 1 . (4.54)

The curve K is an algebraic link in S3 (see for instance [24]). We recall that we found a

very similar characterization in the analysis of the boundary theory in Section 3, in which

precisely this one dimensional locus was found as the spatial part of the worldvolume of the

wobbling string solution. This was the locus where the profile of the complex scalar field Z

of the N = 4 theory became singular. So, to complete our bulk analysis what we need to

do is to derive this boundary profile from the zeros of the holomorphic function.

Let us start with the bulk solution but now rewrite it in the following manner:

f(ZΦ0, ZΦ1, ZΦ2) = g(ZΦ0,Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0) = 0 .

Since this function g is considered to be a polynomial in the variable ZΦ0 of degree, say,

p ≤ N , it can be factorised as

g(ZΦ0,Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0) =

p∏
r=1

[
(ZΦ0)F (1)

r (Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0)− F (0)
r (Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0)

]
. (4.55)

From the discussion of the boundary limits of the coordinates Φi, we infer that near the

boundary, this function becomes

g(ZΦ0,Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0) −→ (λν0)p
p∏
r=1

F (1)
r (ν1/ν0, ν2/ν0) . (4.56)
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Here λ = r eiξ is a field on the probe brane that determines the radial and angular profile

of the probe brane and we will identify it with the complex scalar field denoted by Z

in the boundary theory. The defects on the boundary are therefore given by zero-sets of

F
(1)
r (ν1/ν0, ν2/ν0). So far we reproduced the conclusion of the bulk analysis.

As a first step towards deriving the boundary profile, let us set p = 1 for simplicity.

Then the bulk solution g(ZΦ0,Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0) is of unit degree in Z:

g(ZΦ0,Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0) = ZΦ0 F1(Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0)− F0(Φ1/Φ0,Φ2/Φ0) = 0 (4.57)

and very near (but not exactly at) the boundary this is equivalent to

λ ν0 =
F0(ν1/ν0, ν2/ν0)

F1(ν1/ν0, ν2/ν0)
. (4.58)

From a single probe brane one therefore infers the boundary profile that corresponds to one

of the eigenvalues of the scalar field Z of the boundary theory. For degree p > 1 and for

generic polynomials, it follows that the resulting holomorphic function can be factorized, as

in (4.55), and each of the linear factors lead to profiles for p of the eigenvalues of the matrix

valued field Z. Given that Z is an N ×N matrix, this leads to p ≤ N and is referred to as

the stringy exclusion principle [21,34–36].

5 Holographic Wobbling Strings

We now turn to the holographic description of the monomial type defect solutions in the

N = 4 gauge theory and compute the holographically renormalized energies from the probe

D3-brane point of view. We find it convenient to redefine the radial coordinate r = l sinh ρ ,

and work with the following metric on AdS5 × S5:

ds2
AdS5

= −V (r) dt2 +
dr2

V (r)
+ r2(dθ2 + cos2 θ dφ2

1 + sin2 θ dφ2
2) , (5.1)

where V (r) = 1 + r2

l2
. The Ramond-Ramond 4-form in these coordinates is given by

C(4) = −r
4

l
cos θ sin θ dt ∧ dθ ∧ dφ1 ∧ dφ2 . (5.2)

The Lagrangian density for a probe D3-brane is:

L = −TD3

√
−h+ TD3 P [C(4)] (5.3)

where h is the determinant of the induced metric on the worldvolume and P [·] refers to

the pullback of a spacetime differential form onto the worldvolume. In order to make the

formulae less cumbersome, we shall omit the factor TD3 = N
2π2 l4

for now and restore it later

on when the energies and charges are evaluated.
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The probe D3-branes we are interested in are given by the following monomial type

solution:

(Z1Φ0) = η

(
Φ1

Φ0

)m (
Φ2

Φ0

)n
, and Z2 = Z3 = 0 . (5.4)

This follows from our general analysis in the previous section and the classical profile in

(3.28). For such a probe brane described by (5.4) we choose the worldvolume coordinates

to be (φ0 = t
l
, θ, φ1, φ2), with r = r(θ) and ξ = ξ(φ0, φ1, φ2) as the fluctuating fields on the

worldvolume.

If we set the parameter η = R0 e
iξ0 , then the defining equation of the probe D3-brane

can be written as the pair of real equations:(
l

r

)m+n (
1 +

r2

l2

) 1
2

(m+n+1)

=
R0

l
cosm θ sinn θ,

ξ − ξ0 = mφ1 + nφ2 − (m+ n+ 1)φ0 .

(5.5)

By taking derivatives, it is possible to write down the first derivatives as follows:

∂φ1ξ = m, ∂φ2ξ = n, ∂φ0ξ = −(m+ n+ 1),

∂θr = r

(
1 +

r2

l2

)
(m sec2 θ − n csc2 θ)(

m+ n− r2

l2

) cos θ sin θ . (5.6)

It is not possible to solve for r(θ) in closed form except for a few cases. We will mostly

focus on the following three cases:

1. The simplest case is the static case for which m + n + 1 = 0 and we shall consider

n < 0. For this case we have

r(θ) = R0 sec θ cot|n| θ . (5.7)

2. The next simplest case that we shall deal with corresponds to m = 0 and n < 0. For

this case, one can check that r(θ) can be expanded order by order in l
R0

as follows:

r(θ) = R0 sin−|n| θ

(
1− (n+ 1)l2

2R2
0

sin2|n| θ − (n+ 1)(3n+ 1)l4

8R4
0

sin4|n| θ + . . .

)
(5.8)

3. Lastly we consider those cases for which m + n = 0 with n < 0. For this case it is

possible to solve for r(θ) exactly using the defining equation in (5.5) and we have

r(θ) =

√
R2

0 cot2|n| θ − l2 . (5.9)
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5.1 On-shell Action and the Variational Problem

Our first task is to define a consistent variational problem such that all the monomial

solutions are included in the set of solutions. Given the noncompact nature of the D3-branes,

this involves adding appropriate boundary terms near the boundary of AdS5 (equivalently

near θ = 0 or θ = π
2
). A simple way to check the consistency of the proposal would then be

to ensure that the on-shell action (including both bulk and boundary contributions) for all

solutions gives the same value, independent of (m,n) and η = R0 e
iξ0 .

From the general analysis of the world-volume action in Section 4.3 we have seen that

the BPS equations simplify the on-shell Lagrangian to take the following form (see equation

(4.47) for the volume form on the D3-brane):

L
∣∣
on-shell

= −P
[
e09 ∧ (e13 + e24)

]
+ P

[
C(4)

]
. (5.10)

Let us evaluate this for the monomial solution. We work with the ansatz ξ = ξ(φ0, φ1, φ2)

and r = r(θ) suitable for the monomial solution and denote the conjugate momenta as

follows:

Πµ
r =

∂L
∂(∂µr)

, Πµ
ξ =

∂L
∂(∂µξ)

. (5.11)

Evaluating these on the particular monomial solutions labelled by (m,n), we find the fol-

lowing results:

Πτ
ξ =

(m+ n+ 1) r4 sin 2θ

2(m+ n− r2

l2
)

, Πθ
r =

rl2

2

(
m sin2 θ − n cos2 θ

)
Πφ1

ξ =
mr2 tan θ (r2 + l2)

(m+ n− r2

l2
)

, Πφ2

ξ =
n r2 cot θ (r2 + l2)

(m+ n− r2

l2
)

.

(5.12)

The Lagrangian density (5.10) can now be written as:

L = l2 r ∂θr(sin
2 θ ∂φ1ξ − cos2 θ ∂φ2ξ) + r2

(
(l2 + r2)(∂φ1ξ + ∂φ2ξ) + r2∂φ0ξ

)
cos θ sin θ

+ r4 cos θ sin θ ,
(5.13)

where the first line is from the DBI part and the second from the WZ part of the action.

Now substituting ∂φ1ξ = m, ∂φ2ξ = n and ∂φ0ξ = −(m + n + 1) that follow from the

monomial solutions, we have the on shell action to be

L = l2 r ∂θr(m sin2 θ − n cos2 θ) + (m+ n) l2 r2 cos θ sin θ

= ∂θ

[ l2
2

(m sin2 θ − n cos2 θ) r2
]

= ∂θ

[1

2
rΠθ

r

]
.

(5.14)

Therefore the modified Lagrangian density L − ∂θ
[

1
2
rΠθ

r

]
vanishes on-shell for any (m,n)

locally. Equivalently, we can add a boundary term

L(1)
bdy =

1

2
rΠθ

r , (5.15)
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near the boundary, which for the cases we shall consider, corresponds to θ = 0.

This completes our analysis of the variational problem for monomial solutions. We note

in passing that the boundary term we have obtained is similar to the one obtained in [29] in

the context of Wilson loops and their holographic realization in terms of probe D3 branes.

Just as in the boundary theory, one can check that the classical phase space variables

satisfy constraints on-shell, which we list below:

C1 : cos2 θΠφ1

ξ + sin2 θΠφ2

ξ − Πτ
ξ − l2r2 sin θ cos θ = 0 ,

C2 : rΠθ
r

(
1 +

l2

r2
− 1

r4
(cot θΠφ1

ξ + tan θΠφ2

ξ )

)
+ sin θ cos θ(Πφ1

ξ − Πφ2

ξ ) = 0 .
(5.16)

These constraints are a non-trivial consequence of the D3-branes being supersymmetric and

one can verify them easily using the expressions in (5.12). As in the boundary theory these

will prove useful in regularizing the energies.

5.2 Renormalized Energies

We now show that, for a subset of cases, it is possible to perform a holographic renormal-

ization of the energy of the probe D3 branes. In particular we show that by adding further

boundary terms that are proportional to the phase space constraints (so that the vanish-

ing result for the on-shell action is unaffected), it is possible to regulate the energies for a

number of cases. The analysis will, to some extent, be parallel to the one that we carried

out in the Yang-Mills theory in Section 3.3. We work explicitly with the three cases listed

previously.

5.2.1 The static case m+ n+ 1 = 0

We begin with the static solution with m + n + 1 = 0 and we set m > 0 and n < 0. For

this time-independent case, as we have already mentioned, the energy coincides with the

on-shell action and we obtain zero energy. This is perfectly consistent with the results of

the boundary theory.

5.2.2 The probes of type (0, n)

As a first non-trivial case, we consider the defects defined by the integers (0, n) with n < 0.

For this case we find that the integral of the energy density is naively divergent. We now

recall two important points: firstly, in the limit that l
R0
→ 0, the probe brane profie r(θ)

exactly coincides with the boundary profile |Z| for the particular solution under consider-

ation. Secondly, for this case of the (0, n) BPS string, the boundary action is particularly

simple (see equation (3.57)). Given these, we propose the following boundary term for this

case:

L
(2)
bdy =

1

2
tan θ C1 , (5.17)
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where C1 is the constraint defined in (5.16). The vanishing of the action on-shell is unaf-

fected by the addition of this term as the phase space combination in C1 vanishes on-shell.

Furthermore, by explicit calculation we have checked that the additional piece exactly can-

cels the power law divergences as θ → 0. The additional term, on account of the presence

of Πτ
ξ in the constraint, does modify the energy and, after including the overall factors of

the tension of the D3-brane TD3 = N
2π2l4

and the 4π2 coming from the angular integration,

we find that for the (0, n) case, the energy takes the following form:

l E0,n

4π2
=

N

2π2

(
(n+ 1)

R2
0

2l2
+

1

2
(n− 1)(n+ 1)2 +O(

l

R0

)

)
(5.18)

We now use the map between the parameters of the probe brane and the gauge theory

results that was discussed for the half-BPS case in (4.9). In this case we have

R0 =
2π√
λ
l r0 , (5.19)

and with this map we can rewrite the energy in variables suitable for comparison with the

gauge theory side:

l E0,n

4π2
=

1

g2
YM

(
(n+ 1)r2

0 +
λ

4π2
(n− 1)(n+ 1)2 + . . .

)
(5.20)

We find that the leading term exactly matches what we obtained for the energy in (3.58)

and in addition, obtain the leading O(λ) quantum correction:

5.2.3 The probes of type (−n, n)

As the last example, we consider the (−n, n) case for which the exact solution for r(θ) is

given in (5.8):

r(θ) =

√
R2

0 cot2|n| θ − l2 . (5.21)

For negative n the range of θ is (0, θ
(n)
0 ) where cot2|n| θ

(n)
0 = l2/R2

0. The energy contribution

of the bulk after integration over θ is (upto the factor 4π2 TD3)

l E(−n, n, θ) =
1

2
cos2 θ

(n)
0 −

R2
0

2l2(1− n)
cos2−2n θ

(n)
0 F (1− n,−n, 2− n, cos2 θ

(n)
0 )

− 1

2
cos2 θ +

R2
0

2l2(1− n)
cos2−2n θ F (1− n,−n, 2− n, cos2 θ)

)
. (5.22)

with 0 < θ < θ0. Here we once again denote the hypergeometric function 2F1 as simply F .

The contribution of the first boundary term −1
2
rΠθ

r at θ is

l E
(1)
bdy =

n cos2 θ (R2
0 − l2 cot2n θ)2

2 (cos2 θ (R2
0 − l2 cot2n θ)2 + l2n2R2

0 cot2n θ csc2 θ)
. (5.23)
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In the limit that θ → 0 (which is the location of the boundary), this term is completely

regular for n < 0 and has the following limiting values:

l E
(1)
bdy =


0 for −1 < n < 0.

− R2
0

2(l2+R2
0)

for n = −1.
n
2

for n < −1.

(5.24)

As in the corresponding boundary problem, one needs to add an additional contribution in

order to cancel the power law divergences in this case. We propose the following boundary

term

L(2)
bdy =

1

l3
f(n, θ) C1 , (5.25)

where C1 is the constraint in (5.16) and the function f(n, θ) takes the following form, inspired

largely by the corresponding term in the boundary theory (compare with equation (3.53),

setting m = −n):

f(n, θ) =
1

2(1 + n)
tan θ F (1, n, 2 + n,− tan2 θ) . (5.26)

This term leads to an additional contribution to the energy and taking into account the

bulk and boundary contribution, we finally obtain

l E−n,n =
n− 1

2
+
R2

0

2l2
Γ(1− n)Γ(1 + n)

+
1

2
cos2 θ

(n)
0 −

R2
0

2l2(1− n)
cos2−2n θ

(n)
0 F (1− n,−n, 2− n, cos2 θ

(n)
0 ) . (5.27)

In order to make contact with the results of the boundary theory, we take the limit in which
l
R0
→ 0. In this limit, as before, the profile of the D3 brane r(θ) coincides with boundary

profile |Z| of the boundary theory. This in turn corresponds to θ
(n)
0 → π

2
which sets the

terms in the second line of (5.27) to zero.

As we saw in the boundary theory regarding the energies of BPS strings for the (−n, n)

case, the result is divergent if n takes negative integer values, which suggests that one would

need to add additional terms to deal with such divergences. However for fractional values

of n, we obtain finite values. By once again taking into account the map (5.19) between the

bulk and boundary parameters, and restoring the factor of 4π2TD3, we find that:(
l E−n,n

4π2

)
n=− (2p+1)

2

= (−1)p
π (2p+ 1)

2g2
YM

r2
0 +

N

4π2
(n− 1) (5.28)

=
1

g2
YM

(
(−1)p

π (2p+ 1)

2
r2

0 +
λ

4π2
(n− 1)

)
. (5.29)

In this case we started with the exact solution for the profile r(θ). We find a perfect match

at the leading order with the gauge theory answer in (3.60) and in addition we obtain the

first quantum correction to the energy of the BPS string.
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5.2.4 The general (m,n) probe

We now consider the general case with (m > 0, n < 0). In general we do not have a closed

form expression for r(θ). Instead we can solve (5.5) by a series solution:

r(θ) = r̂(θ)− l2

r̂(θ)

∞∑
q=1

1

q! 2q (2q − 1)

(
l2

r̂2(θ)

)q−1 q∏
r=1

(
(2q − 1)(m+ n) + (2r − 1)

)
,(5.30)

where r̂(θ) = R0 cosm θ sinn θ. This series is obtained by expanding the differential equation

for r(θ) for r(θ) >> l and the result is a useful one when R0

l
>> 1 and generic values of θ

(away from zeros and singularities of r̂(θ)).

The rest of the analysis in this section closely parallels our discussion of the strings with

m+ n = 0, except that, instead of the exact solution, we make use of the series expansion.

Using the series expansion explicitly and performing the worldvolume integrals, we find that

the contribution of the bulk and the first boundary term to the energy, after integrating up

to θ is (up to the factor of 4π2TD3):

l E(m,n, θ) =
R2

0

2l2(1 +m)
(m+ n+ 1)2 cos2m+2 θ F (1 +m,−n, 2 +m, cos2 θ)

+
1

2
(m+ n+ 1)2(m+ n− 1) +O

(
l6

R2
0

)
, (5.31)

where 0 < θ < π/2 (except when m + n = 0 as discussed already). We now add the

boundary term

L(2)
bdy =

1

l3
f(m,n, θ) C1 , (5.32)

with

f(m,n, θ) =
m+ n+ 1

2(1 + n)
tan θ F (1,−m, 2 + n,− tan2 θ) . (5.33)

We note that when m + n = 0, this reduces to the boundary term in (5.25). Similarly, for

m = 0, the hypergeometric term reduces to unity and the boundary term reduces to the

one in (5.17). Thus, what we have in (5.33) is the general boundary term that is applicable

to all the monomial cases. It contributes the following term to the energy (in units of 1/l):

R2
0(m+ n+ 1)2

2l2(1 + n)
tan θ F (1,−m, 2 + n,− tan2 θ) cos2m+1 θ sin2n+1 θ +O

(
l6

R2
0

)
. (5.34)

Just as in the field theory calculation of Section 3 (see for instance equations (3.49)) we

replace (m,n) by the appropriate combinations of the fields:

ml2 →
Πφ1

ξ r2 cot θ

Πφ1

ξ cot θ + Πφ2

ξ tan θ − r2(l2 + r2)
, n l2 →

Πφ2

ξ r2 tan θ

Πφ1

ξ cot θ + Πφ2

ξ tan θ − r2(l2 + r2)
.

(5.35)
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One can then check that these boundary terms do remove the singular pieces from (5.31)

and renders the energy finite up to O
(
(l/R0)0). Restoring the factors of 4π2TD3 we finally

obtain

l Em,n
4π2

=
N R2

0

4π2l2
(m+ n+ 1)

Γ(1 +m)Γ(1 + n)

Γ(1 +m+ n)
+

N

4π2
(m+ n+ 1)2(m+ n− 1) +O

(
l2

R2
0

)
,

where, as before, the first term has to be analytically continued whenever it does lead to a

finite answer. Rewriting in terms of the gauge theory parameters we find that

l Em,n =
4π2r2

0

g2
YM

(m+ n+ 1)
Γ(1 +m)Γ(1 + n)

Γ(1 +m+ n)
+

λ

4π2g2
YM

(m+ n+ 1)2(m+ n− 1) + . . .

(5.36)

At higher orders in l2

R2
0

we expect that the singularities, if any, coming from the regions close

to the boundary can also be removed using our methods.

Let us note that the holographic renormalization that we carried out for the probe brane

provides a justification for the regularisation of the energies that was done on the CFT side

in Section 3. However there are a few important questions that our analysis leaves open.

It is fair to say that, while our regularization does indeed cancel all coordinate dependent

power law divergences there is a certain ambiguity in the finite part of the charges. We have

chosen the boundary terms so that the energies of these states are an analytic continuation

in the (m,n) parameters that appear in the monomial defining the BPS string. This can be

seen clearly in (5.36). For both (m,n) negative and integer, or for particular cases such as

m+n = 0 with the parameters being integers, the energies calculated using both the gauge

theory and probe brane analyses are divergent and it is unclear how to treat these constant

divergences that appear for particular negative integer values of m and n. Further, in those

cases for which the energy Em,n is finite, the interpretation of the energy remains an open

problem. Given that the sign of the energy can be either positive or negative it is likely that

these can be interpreted as Casimir energies of some effective theory on the BPS string.

6 Summary and Discussion

We have analyzed classical 1
8
-BPS configurations in the abelian sector of N = 4 supersym-

metric Yang-Mills theory on R×S3 that correspond to time-dependent string like defects –

which we termed wobbling BPS strings. These strings are characterized by singular profiles

for one of the complex scalar fields of the gauge theory at the location of the defect. Below

we conclude with a brief summary of our observations regarding these wobbling BPS strings

and a discussion of some open questions and possible future work.

The 1
8
-BPS wobbling strings on R×S3 are related by Wick rotation and Weyl transforma-

tion to 1
8
-BPS defects associated with surface operator in R4. Hence our BPS strings should

be understood as the states corresponding to the Gukov-Witten type surface operators and

their lower supersymmetric generalizations dictated by the state-operator correspondence
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of the CFT. One of the main goals of this work and that we have been able to achieve, is

a characterization of the general BPS string solution that preserves four supercharges. The

location of such a BPS string at any instant of time is obtained as the intersection of zeros of

holomorphic functions in C2 with S3 ⊂ C2. The time evolution of the string is also simply

obtained from our analysis. Moreover, the description of the string solution is recovered

from the holographic side by analyzing the worldvoume constraints on probe D3-branes in

AdS5 × S5 and studying the limiting behaviour near the boundary of AdS5.

The holographic duals of our 1
8
-BPS strings preserve precisely the same supersymmetries

as the (S1, S2, J) giants of [34] and the wobbling dual-giants of [21]. By the addition of

appropriate boundary terms we showed that the abelian solutions that are regular (dual

to the dual-giants) as well as the singular string solutions of the CFT can be made to

belong to the same variational problem. We then showed that the singularities in the

classical expressions of the energy and other charges can be systematically “renormalized”

by including additional boundary terms on the CFT side. The holographic dual of this

procedure was carried out for the monomial type D3-brane probes. The analysis of the

probe brane theory paralleled that in the Yang-Mills theory and the leading order results

for the energy and charges could be matched once the parameters of the solution were

appropriately mapped to each other.

In previous work [37], a generic description of electromagnetic waves on the 1
8
-BPS wob-

bling dual-giants was provided. Now that the holographic duals of BPS strings of the CFT

also belong to the same supersymmetry class as the wobbling dual-giants, it follows that one

can also turn on electromagnetic waves on the new D3 probes without breaking supersym-

metry. This provides (infinitely many) additional parameters to describe the corresponding

wobbling string. It is natural to ask what these additional modes correspond to on the CFT

side. To answer this question (at least in part) let us note that the duals of the relevant

D3-branes in the bulk belong to the abelian sector of the CFT. Since in the abelian sector

the scalars and the gauge fields decouple one can turn on the pure-glue solutions discussed

in Appendix A without affecting the profiles of the scalars (or vice versa). It should be

possible to set-up a detailed correspondence between the EM waves on the D3-branes in

the bulk theory and the pure-glue dressing of the scalar solutions of the boundary theory.

Furthermore, through the operator-state correspondence, this predicts as many additional

parameters to characterise the analogous 1
8
-BPS surface operators in the Euclidean theory

and it will be interesting to explore this in more detail.

We considered BPS string defects supported mainly by a single scalar (and gauge fields).

Therefore these can be embedded into many other CFTs with less supersymmetry. For

instance the holographic dual D3-branes we considered can be embedded into less super-

symmetric spacetimes such as AdS5 ×M5, for some suitable Sasaki-Einstein 5-manifold

M5 in a straightforward manner (see for instance [38]). Therefore all our computations of

holographic renormalization etc. can be adapted easily to the corresponding bulk as well as

boundary theories.

While we obtained a general characterization of the wobbling BPS strings, it would be
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important to have a more detailed understanding of the space of solutions to these equations

as it could have interesting consequences for the physics of these defects. For instance, it

is known in the mathematics literature that the solutions to the intersection of the zeros

of a holomorphic function with S3 include quasi-positive algebraic links [23, 24]. This is

especially interesting in the context of work relating four dimensional gauge theory and knot

theory in the Euclidean context. By studying the gauge theory on a four dimensional half

space [39–41] it has been shown that solutions of the generalized Bogomolny equations [3]

that correspond to codimension two defects with singular boundary conditions along a

knot can be used to study topological invariants associated to the knot such as the Jones

polynomial and play an important role the programme of categorification [27,39,42,43]. One

would hope that the Hamiltonian analysis of the supersymmetric sector that includes these

BPS strings in the physical N = 4 theory might also prove useful in these efforts. Apart

from the classification problem, it would also be worthwhile to explore particular solutions

that might have important physical applications. For instance one could check if the solution

space to these equations for BPS strings include configurations that self intersect and that

could be interpreted as junctions or networks of defects [44].

We have studied only abelian solutions throughout this work and this includes the pure

glue defects that are discussed briefly in Appendix A. However it is important point to

keep in mind that the 1
8
-BPS equations that were derived in (2.41) are fully non-abelian.

Given that the same equations allow for both local operators as well as string like solutions,

and given that they are part of the same supersymmetric sector, it is natural to look

for possibly non-abelian solutions that interpolate between the two classes of solutions.

Analogous questions in the bulk would involve finding a probe D3 brane that interpolates

between a giant or dual-giant graviton and a noncompact probe dual to a wobbling string

solution.

We end with a few remarks about the relevance of these wobbling string solutions to the

quantum Yang-Mills theory. We have carried out a (semi-) classical analysis of these singular

string solutions on the CFT side. It is natural to wonder whether one can construct the

BPS strings as some type of boundary states using the perturbative BPS states of the gauge

theory. Lastly it is reasonable to expect a low energy description of the wobbling strings in

terms of some suitable degrees of freedom living on the defect. It will be interesting to seek

such a description.
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A Pure Glue Defects

We now briefly consider the class of classical solutions in which the scalar fields are set to

zero and only gauge fields are turned on. The BPS equations take the simplified form:

F12 = F03 = 0 , F01 + F31 = 0 , F02 + F32 = 0 . (A.1)

This implies that the independent components of the field strengths are F01 and F02. Al-

though these were obtained as part of the 1
8
-BPS projections, it is straightforward to check

that these equations actually preserve eight supercharges and are 1
4
-BPS configurations.

They preserve the supersymmetries that survive the following projections:

(1 + Γ03)η
(−)
A = 0 for A = 1, 2, 3, 4 . (A.2)

Our goal is to solve for the field strengths in this gauge sector and check if there are

singular solutions, analogous to the ones we have found in the scalar sector. From the

discussion of the equations of motion and Bianchi identities in Section 2.5, we recall that

there are two additional differential constraints that arise, which take the form:

(D0 +D3 + i)(F01 − iF02) = 0 , (D1 + iD2) (F01 − iF02) = 0 . (A.3)

In the abelian case, the gauge and local Lorentz covariant derivative Da coincides with the

vector fields Ea defined in (2.13) and we observe that the equations satisfied by the complex

combination F01 − iF02 is identical to those satisfied by the scalar field Z in (3.1). Thus,

the most general solution is given by

F01 − iF02 = f(ζ1, ζ2) , (A.4)

where we have defined the ζi (as in (3.6)) to be

ζ1 = cos θ ei (φ1−τ) ζ2 = sin θ ei (φ2−τ) . (A.5)

For a monomial solution of the form f = cm,nζ
m
1 ζn2 , depending on the values of (m,n)

the solution is regular or singular similar to those in (3.28). We have time-independent

monomial solutions for m+ n = 0. The conserved charges of these monomial solutions can

be derived from the stress tensor and these are given by (see Appendix B for details):

E =
2π2

g2
YM

|cmn|2(m+ n)
Γ(m)Γ(n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)
,

S1 = − 2π2

g2
YM

|cmn|2m
Γ(m)Γ(n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)

S2 = − 2π2

g2
YM

|cmn|2 n
Γ(m)Γ(n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)
.

(A.6)

for positive (m,n). They clearly satisfy the linear relation E+S1 +S2 = 0. These solutions

preserve eight supercharges of the N = 4 SYM and share four supercharges with those of
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(3.28). The equations and solutions in this sector for positive (m,n) have been analyzed in

detail in [7, 8].

For non-positive m or n one again has singular solutions – with the singularity in the

field configurations generically extending along a two-dimensional subspace – analogous to

the defects supported by the scalar field Z and so we refer to these as pure-glue defects.

Unlike the scalar defects here the singular and non-singular solutions already belong to the

same variational problem since the BPS conditions (A.1) ensure that the Lagrangian density

vanishes for all the solutions we have. It will be interesting to see if the charges E, S1, S2

can also be regularized for the singular defects as well.

We conclude this discussion by using the Wick rotation and Weyl transformation to

express the solutions in Euclidean space R4, with coordinates (z1, z2). The general solution

in (A.4) maps to the following non-vanishing components in Euclidean space:

F12 =
1

z1z2

f(z1, z2) , F11 = −F22 =
1

r2
f
( z̄1

r2
,
z̄2

r2

)
F12 = − z̄1

z̄2

1

r2
f
( z̄1

r2
,
z̄2

r2

)
, F12 = − z̄2

z̄1

1

r2
f
( z̄1

r2

z̄2

r2

)
.

(A.7)

The different scaling of zi and z̄i are a simple consequence of the interpretation of the radial

direction in Euclidean space with the Wick rotated time coordinate eτE . The field strength

components in turn can be shown to satisfy the following BPS equations in Euclidean

space [7]:
F12 = 0 , F11 + F22 = 0 ,

and
2∑
j=1

z̄jFij = 0 for i = 1, 2 .
(A.8)

It would be an interesting problem to better understand the solutions (A.7) for functions

that lead to codimension two defects (as for the scalar sector), and interpret them as pure

glue surface defects in R4.

B Stress Tensor and Charges

In this section we obtain the stress tensor for the scalar and gauge sector of N = 4 Yang-

Mills theory on R × S3 and obtain the charges associated to the spacetime symmetries by

integrating the current densities over the S3 factor.

B.1 The scalar sector

The Lagrangian density for a conformally coupled massless complex scalar field on a four

dimensional manifold with metric gµν is given as follows:

L = − 1

g2
YM

√
−g
[
gµν∂µZ∂νZ̄ +

1

6
R Z̄ Z

]
, (B.1)
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where R is the Ricci scalar of the manifold. The standard result for the stress tensor is

obtained by varying the metric and computing the resulting variation of the action. The

resulting symmetric stress tensor is given by

Tµν = − 1

g2
YM

(∂µZ∂νZ̄ − ∂νZ∂µZ̄) +
1

g2
YM

gµνg
κλ∂κZ∂λZ̄ −

1

3g2
YM

(gµν�−∇µ∇ν)(ZZ̄)

− 1

3g2
YM

(Rµν −
1

2
gµνR)(ZZ̄) . (B.2)

We choose the metric on R× S3 to be

ds2 = −dτ 2 + (dθ2 + cos2 θ dφ2
1 + sin2 θ dφ2

2) , (B.3)

and substitute in the expression in (B.2) to find the resulting traceless symmetric stress

tensor.

The charges that we are after are given by the following spatial integrals:

E =

∫
S3

√
g T ττ , S1 =

∫
S3

√
g T τφ1

, S2 =

∫
S3

√
g T τφ2

. (B.4)

We then substitute the solutions of interest, namely

Z = r0 (cos θeiφ1)m (sin θeiφ2)n ,

into the expression for the charges. The integrals are straightforward to perform and we

obtain where B(a, b) is the Euler beta function. The other charges form,n ≥ 0 are computed

from the stress tensor (see Appendix B) and we obtain

E(r0,m, n) =
4π2 r2

0

g2
YM

(m+ n+ 1)
Γ(1 +m)Γ(1 + n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)

S1(r0,m, n) = −4π2 r2
0

g2
YM

m
Γ(1 +m)Γ(1 + n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)
,

S2(r0,m, n) = −4π2 r2
0

g2
YM

n
Γ(1 +m)Γ(1 + n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)
.

(B.5)

These are the results as stated in (3.43).

B.2 The gauge sector

We have only worked in the abelian sector and the Maxwell Lagrangian density is given by

L = − 1

4g2
YM

√
g F µνFµν . (B.6)

The 1
4
-BPS solutions are written most simply in the frame basis and this is what is written

in the main text. Translating these into the coordinate basis we find that

Fτφ1 = −Fτφ2 Fτθ = csc2 θ Fθφ2

Fθφ1 = cot2 θFθφ2 Fφ1φ2 = −Fτφ2 .
(B.7)
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Thus, there are two independent components of the gauge field. These are constrained by

the equations of motion and Bianchi identities. As we show in the main body of the paper,

only four of these impose any new conditions. Two of these can be solved by parametrizing

the independent components as follows:

Fτφ2 = fτ (θ, φ1 − τ, φ2 − τ) Fθφ2 = tan θfθ(θ, φ1 − τ, φ2 − τ) (B.8)

The remaining two conditions in turn can be solved in terms of linear combinations of the

following basic solutions:

fτ (θ, φ1, φ2) + ifθ(θ, φ1, φ2) = cm,n (cos θ)m(sin θ)n eimφ1+inφ2 . (B.9)

These are the components of the solutions to the BPS equations in the coordinate basis.

The stress tensor for the Maxwell theory is given by the expression

T µν =
1

g2
YM

(
F µλFλν −

1

4
gµνF

λρFλρ

)
. (B.10)

Substituting the solution into the stress tensor we find that the second term proportional

to the metric vanishes. Integrating the appropriate components over the S3, we find the

following charges:

E =

∫
S3

√
g T ττ =

2π2

g2
YM

|cmn|2(m+ n)
Γ(m)Γ(n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)
,

S1 =

∫
S3

√
g T τφ1

= − 2π2

g2
YM

|cmn|2m
Γ(m)Γ(n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)
,

S2 =

∫
S3

√
g T τφ2

= − 2π2

g2
YM

|cmn|2 n
Γ(m)Γ(n)

Γ(m+ n+ 1)
.

(B.11)

These are the charges we have quoted in (A.6).
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